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PREFACE

'T'HE Century Dictionary defines "Talmudic" as meaning
"-

"of, or pertaining to, the Talmud. "

"What is the Talmud?

The word Talmud, from the Hebrew "lamad" (learn) and

"limmad" (teach), means lesson, tradition or doctrine.

The Talmud embodies the civil and religious laws and tra-

ditions of the Jewish people, and represents the thoughts of

many generations of Babbis and sages of Israel, dating back

as far as 3,000 years.

In the Talmud is found much sage, profound wisdom, spark-

ling, epigrammatic wit and many pertinent parables, legends
and anecdotes, each imparting a definite lesson or truth.

I have selected from this mass of literature some of the

most beautiful and pertinent of these and they are brought to

you in brief, easily readable form under the title of "Talmudie

Tales."

David Morantz
Kansas City

December, 1934.
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The Fox and the Grapes

First, I tell you that little tale from the

Talmud, concerning the fox who coveted, from
a distant hill, certain luscious appearing grapes
which he saw in a vineyard surrounded by a

high wall.

Loath to forego this feast, which would be

his, could he but gain entrance to the vineyard,
he went round and round the wall searching for

an opening.

Finally his search was rewarded by the dis-

covery of a small hole, through which he found,
to his dismay, that he was too fat to crawl.

Accordingly, he fasted for three days, after

which he was able to force his way through.
After eating and eating until his gluttonous

appetite was satisfied, he found he could not

get out.

Then he had to fast three more days until

he was able to go back through the small hole.

Says the Talmud further on the subject of

covotousness :
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"
Naked, man enters the world, and naked

does he leave."

"Man is born with his hands clinched but

his hands are open in death because on entering
the world he desires to grasp everything, but

on leaving it, he takes nothing away."
"The camel wanted to have horns, and they

took away his ears."

"Drink not from one cup with thine eyes
fastened on another."

"Be not over anxious to be at the head of

the table. It is not the place that honors the

man, but the man that adorns the place."

The Power of the Tongue

"Go to the market place and bring to me
something good," said Rabbi Gamaliel to his

servant.

"Yes, Master," he replied and went to the

market place returning with a tongue.

"On another occasion, to test out his ser-

vant, the Rabbi said:

"Go to the market place and bring me some-

thing bad."

"Yes, Master," the servant replied, and

again he went to the market place and again
he returned with a tongue.
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"Why," asked the Kabbi, "did you bring a

tongue on both occasions?"

"A tongue, my Master," replied the servant,

"may be the source of either good or evil. If

it is good, there is nothing better. If it is bad,
there is nothing worse."

Says the Talmud further on the subject of

gossip :

"Guard thy tongue from gossip."
' ' Guard thy mouth from uttering an unseem-

ly word."

"Better no ear at all than one that listeneth

to evil."

"The listener to slander is even worse than

the slanderer, like the receiver of stolen goods
is worse than the stealer."

"A common informer is considered a mur-

dered, as it is written, (Lev. XIX :16) : 'Thou
shalt not go up and down as a talebearer among
thy people.'

"

"It is better for a man to be thrown into a

fiery furnace than be the means of bringing
another to shame in public."

Who Is a Wise Man?
On a journey into a strange country, Rabbi

Joshua came upon a cross-road and, seeing a

boy sitting near by, asked:
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"My son, which road leads to the city?"

"Both roads lead to the city, sir," the boy

answered, "but one road is longer than the

other/'

"And which is the shorter?" asked the

Eabbi.

"This road is a long road, nevertheless

a short one; but that one is a short road, and
at the same time, a long one."

The Rabbi took the short road, which the

boy had said was at the same time a long one.

On approaching the city he found it so sur-

rounded by gardens and parks at its entrance

that he had to return to the place from which
he had started. The boy was still sitting beside

the road so the Eabbi said: "My son, dids't

thou not say that this road was the short one?"

"Yes, Eabbi," he replied, "but did I not

also tell thee that it was, at the same time, a

long one?"

The Eabbi lifted the little fellow up and

kissing him on the head said: "Ah, thou art

wiser than I, my son."

Says the Talmud further on the subject of

wisdom :

"Who is a wise man? He who learns of all
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"Whoso is ashamed to ask, will never
learn. ' '

"One who keeps awake at night studying,
it is a good omen for Mm but one who spends
the night in conversation only, it is a bad omen
for him."

"A wise man speaks not before those who
surpass him in wisdom and years.

5 '

"A wise man interrupts not another in his

speech.
? '

"A wise man speaks first upon the matter
which is first in order."

"If a man has knowledge, he has all things;
if he has no knowledge, he has nothing."

"If a man does not go after wisdom, wisdom
will not come to him."

"If you interrupt your studies for one day,
it will take you two to regain what you have
lost,"

"To acquire knowledge and not impart it to

others may be compared to a beautiful plant

flourishing in the untravorsed desert, where no

one is benefited by its existence."

"Unless a man clearly understands and in-

wardly digests what he studies, let him read

ever so much; he can only be compared to a

box well filled with books. Like that box ho
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carries books within him, and like that box he

is none the wiser for it."

The Sabbath Will Repay

Joseph, who always observed the Sabbath,

piously, had a neighbor who was very rich.

The Chaldean soothsayers told this neighbor
that all his wealth would eventually be eaten

up by Joseph.

Accordingly, this neighbor became alarmed,
sold all his property and bought a large jewel
with the proceeds. This jewel he fixed in his

turban, which he wore and guarded very care-

fully.

While crossing a bridge one day, a gust of

wind blew his turban into the water and a fish

swallowed it.

It happened that this fish was later caught
and was brought to the market on a Friday to

be sold.

Joseph, who always devoutly observed the

Sabbath and who usually bought fish on that

day, happened to see this fish which struck his

fancy and he bought it*

When the fish was cut "up, the jewel was
found and Joseph later sold it for thirteen

purses of gold denarii. Thus bearing out the

teachings of the sages that, "He who observes
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the Sabbath piously, incurring additional ex-

pense in so doing, the Sabbath will repay.'
7

"The Sabbath is given to man," says the

Talmud in another place, "not man to the

Sabbath. "

Said Rabbi Huna: "If one is travelling

through a desert and does not know what day
is the Sabbath, he should count six days (from
the day he realized he was lost) and observe
that seventh day as the Sabbath. M

Emphasizing the fact that one should ob-

serve the Sabbath regardless of time or place.

The Two Jewels

Two of Eabbi Meir's sons died while he was

away from home.

The good wife greeted him upon his return,

hiding her grief. She welcomed him, made him
comfortable and then said:

"My dear husband, two jewels of inestim-

able value wore placed with me for safe keeping;

some time since. Today, he who left them with

me, called for them and I returned them to

him/ 7

"That was the right thing to do," said the

Rabbi, "That, which is left in our care must

always be returned cheerfully and faithfully/'
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"And how fare my sons I
" he then asked

of the good woman.

Taking him by the hand she led him to the

room where they lay.

As he gazed npon his sons, he realized the

truth and wept bitterly.

"My beloved husband, weep not," said his

noble wife, "didst thou not say we must cheer-

fully return that which has been placed in our

care when 'tis called for? God left these jewels
with us for a time. Now that he calls for them,
we should not complain.

"

"If a person weeps and mourns excessively
for a lost relative," says the Talmud, "his

grief becomes a murmur against the will of

God. We should justify the will of God, and ex-

claim with Job, 'The Lord gave and the Lord
hath taken; blessed be the name of the Lord.' "

"Complain not," it further says, "Blessed
is he who meekly bears his trials, of which

everyone has his share."

There Is Only One Law
Kabbi Hillel, who was head of the School of

Hillel and also President of The Great San-

hedrin, was known for Ms kind disposition and
even temper.

While Eabbi Shammai, also a very learned
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man and head of the School of Shammai, was
the possessor of a very excitable nature and

quack temper*
A heathen once came to Rabbi Shammai and

said:

"I will come over to your religion if you will

teach me your whole law while I stand on one
foot."

Shammai impatiently drove him away, an-

noyed to think that anyone should ask such a

question.

The heathen then went to Rabbi Hillel, who
was known for his kindness and patience, and
said:

"If you can teach me your whole law in the

space of time that I am able to stand on one

foot, I shall adopt your religion as mine."
Rabbi Hillel received him kindly and said:

"There is only one law and that law is this:

'That which is hateful to thee do not do unto

thy neighbor,' That is the whole law. All the

rest is commentary to it."

Lose Not Your Temper
A story is told in the Talmud of the man

who wagered 400 Zouzim (coins) that he could

provoke Hillel, the great scholar and Rabbi, to

anger.
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Hillel was known not only for his wisdom
but for his modest, patient, even tempered na-

ture.

The man who had made the wager went to

HillePs home on a Friday afternoon, when
Hillel was bathing and preparing for the Sab-

bath, and cried:

"Hello! Is Hillel here? Hello! Is Hillel

here?"

Hillel, being the president of the Great

Sanhedrin, should have been addressed accord-

ing to his rank, but by addressing him in this

way, the man thought to arouse him to anger.

Instead, Hillel threw a mantle over his

shoulders and went out to meet him.

"What desirest thou, my son?" he asked

kindly.

"I have a question to ask of you," the man
replied.

"Ask, my son, ask," said the Rabbi.

"Why are the heads of the Babylonians
round?" asked the man.

"This is an important question, my son,"
answered Hillel, "the reason is that they have
no skilled mid\vivos in Babylon."

The man wont away but a short while later

returned, again calling loudly:
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"Hello! Is Hillel here?" Hello! Is Hillel

here?"
The Rabbi wrapped his mantle around him,

came out again and calmly asked:

"What is it you wish, my son?"
"I have a question to ask," the man said.

"Ask, my son, ask," said Hillel.

"Why have the Tarmudites (the people of

Palmyra) oval shaped eyes?" queried the man.
"This is a very important question, my

son," replied Hillel. "The Tarmudites live in a

sandy land and must always keep their eyes half

closed to prevent sand from entering them."
The man went away but a little later he re-

turned and shouted again:
"Hello! Is Hillel here? Hello! Is Hillel

here?"
The Rabbi again wrapped his mantle around

him and came out.

"What desircst thou, my son?" he quietly

asked.

"I have a question to ask," replied the man.

"Ask, my son, ask," said Hillel.

"Why are the feet of the Africans so

broad?" asked the man.

"Because they live in a swampy land," an-

swered Hillel. (Hence their broad feet prevented
their sinking.)
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"1 have many more questions to ask, but I

am afraid, lest I make thee angry," said the

man.

Hillel wrapped himself in his mantle, sat

down and in a kindly voice said: "Ask, my son,

all the questions thou desirest."

"Art thou Hillel, who is called a prince in

Israel?" asked the man.

"Yes, my son," answered the Rabbi,

"Then why hast not a man of such eminent

standing as thou been aroused to anger by my
actions and questions?" asked the man.

"Why so, my son?" returned the Kabbi.

"Dost thou not know that thou hast caused
me to lose my wager of 400 Zouzim because of

thy even temper?"

"I am sorry that thou hast lost thy wager,"
returned Hillel, "but it were better that thou
shouldst lose 400 Zouzim and 400 Zouzim on

top of that, rather than that Hillel should lose

Ms temper."

Says the Talmud further on the subject of

temper :

"He who is slow to anger and easily paci-
fied is truly pious and virtuous,"

"Anger showeth the character of a man."
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Judge Everybody Favorably
A man from the northern part of Galilee

hired himself to a master in south Galilee for a

period of three years.
At the end of that time he asked for his

accumulated wages so he could return to his

home.

"I have no money right now," said the em-

ployer.

"Then give me grain to the amount of my
wages," asked the laborer.

"I have no grain," replied the employer.
He then asked for cattle, for land, for wine,

for vineyard, for fruit but the employer denied

each request with the statement, "I have none."

Sorrowfully the poor laborer lifted his bag
to Ms back and went on his way.

After he had been gone a short while, the

employer took three donkeys laden with food,

liquors, spices and clothing, and also carrying
the three years wages due him, he traveled to

the poor man's home in northern Galilee, where
he was welcomed by his former servant. After

they had eaten together, the employer asked:

"What didst thou think when I told thee

I had no money?"
"I thought," replied the laborer, "that thou
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hadst come upon a bargain and hadst spent all

thy ready money on it."

"And when I told theo I had no land?"

"I thought that thou hadst leased it to others

and couldst not touch it or that others claimed

it for a debt prior to mine."
"And when I told thee I had no fruit, what

didst thou think?"

"I thought that perhaps thou hadst not yet

paid thy tithes."

"But what didst thou think when I told thee

I had no vineyard nor wine?"
"I thought, perchance, thou hadst dedicated

all thy possessions to the Temple and hence were
not free to comply with my requests."

"Ah," replied the employer, "thou art a

pious man. Our Talmud says, Mudge everybody

favorably' and faithfully hast thou complied
with that good doctrine."

"I have brought this purse of gold contain-

ing thy wages. Likewise have I brought, as an

additional reward to thee, these three asses

laden with food, wine, spices and wearing ap-

parel. They are all thine."

"Faithfully hast thou judged me and may
you likewise be faithfully judged."

Says the Talmud further on this subject:

"Judge charitably every man
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And justify him all yon can."

"Judge not thy neighbor until thou hast

been placed in his position."
"A man shall be slow in his judgment, for

he, who is slow, is deliberate."

"Judge everybody favorably."

Everything Is For the Best

Once while traveling in a strange country
Rabbi Akiba took with him a donkey, a rooster

and a lamp.

"When night approached, he sought shelter in

a village, but it was refused.

"Everything is for the best," said he, so he

went into the forest and prepared to spend the

night as best he could. However, the strong
wind extinguished the lamp when he endeavored
to light it.

Even though he had to make his prepara-
tions for the night in darkness he cheerfully

said, "Everything is for the best."

"When he awoke, he found that both his

rooster and his donkey had been eaten by wild

beasts during the night.

"Everything is for the best," said he, with-

out complaining.

The next day he found that an enemy army
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had passed through the forest, attacked the vil-

lage and captured it.

Had he obtained lodging in the village, he

would have been captured, or had the donkey
brayed or the rooster crowed or had his lamp
burned so the soldiers could have seen it, he

would have been taken captive and possibly put
to death.

Thereupon he felt very thankful that he had
been denied shelter in the city, that he had been

without his light and that he had lost his donkey
and rooster because it strengthened his convic-

tion that one should not complain, regardless
of what happens, because ^Everything is for

the best."

Prepare For the Future

A wealthy and kindly man, as a reward to

his slave for faithful service, gave him his free-

dom and a shipload of goods.

"Sail," said he,
"whence thou wilt, sell the#e

goods and keep for thyself that which you re-

ceive therefrom,"

Happily, the slave sailed away but a storm

came up and everything and everybody wont-

down with the ship except the slave, who swam
lo an island, whereon he saw a beautiful city.

Approaching the city he was warmly wel-
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corned and the people brought him to the palace
in a beautiful carriage and proclaimed him
king. The slave was dumfounded. He could not
understand this so he asked of a man who was
standing nearby:

"What is the meaning of all this? There must
be a mistake."

"No," he replied. "There is no mistake. This
island is inhabited by spirits. Many years ago
they prayed that yearly a son of man be sent

to reign over them. Their prayers were answered
and each year a son of man comes, whom they
honor as they do you, but at the end of the year
his power ends. Naked he is placed upon a boat

and taken to a barren island, where he is com-

pelled to spend the rest of his life in misery
and loneliness unless he were wise enough to

provide for the future."

"And how may I provide for the future?"

asked the slave, who was now king.

"The power is in thy hands to provide for

thy future. Whilst thou art still king, whilst

thou art still rich and powerful, send workmen
to that island. Have them build houses, roads,

till the soil and make of it a beautiful place in

which to live. People will then journey there to

live and will bless thee for thy kindness in pro-

viding such a fruitful home for them."
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The king did as he was advised. Just as the

man had predicted, his power and property were
taken from Mm at the end of the ye&i\ Naked
was he placed upon a ship bound for the island

as had been all the kings who preceded him.

Approaching the shores of the island, lie was
welcomed by the people who had been made

happy by his benevolence, foresight and good
deeds. They made him a prince and he lived

among them the rest of his life in happiness
and peace.

Says the Talmud further on this subject:

"Who is a wise man? He who looks into the

future/'

Give Charity in Secret

One day Samuel was sitting conversing with

Abalat, the soothsayer, when a man passed by.

"That man," said Abalat, "will never jre-

turn alive because a serpent will bite him and
he will die."

However, a short time later, while Samuel
and Abalat were still sitting conversing, the

man did return and he carried with him the

carcass of a dead serpent.
"What good deed hast thou done today?"

asked Samuel of the man,

"Nothing that T can recall unlesa it was
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the sharing this morning of my bit of food with

one less fortunate," he said as an after-thought.

"We are accustomed each day to make a col-

lection of the food of each one in our little

colony," he said, "and then eat it together in

company. Knowing that one man among us was

without food and realizing that he would be

greatly embarrassed if they all learned of it, T

asked permission to collect the food this day.

"When I reached this poor man, I acted as

though I was taking some food from him but

in reality I put in a portion of my own food,

thus saving him from this shame and embarrass-

ment. ' '

"That was surely a good deed of charity,"

said Samuel, "and this charity hath delivered

thee from death, because it is said '

Charity de-

livereth from death.' "

Says the Talmud further on the subject of

bestowing charity without ostentation:

Rabbi Janay upon seeing a man giving char-

ity in a public place, said, "Better hads't them

not given at all than have given alms so openly

and put the poor man to shame,"

"Who gives charity in secret is greater than

Moses."
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Woman
While engaged in a spirited discussion- with

Kabbi Gamaliel, Emperor Hadrian, intending
to cast ridicule upon the Bible, declared: "Why,
your God is represented in your Bible as a

thief, who stealthily came to Adam in his sleep
and robbed him of one of his ribs !

? ?

Gamaliel's daughter, who was present, quick
witted damsel that she was, having heard the

Emperor 's statement, exclaimed:

"Your Majesty, a grave outrage has been

perpetrated upon our house! A prowling thief

broke into our home and carried away a silver

flagon from our chest of plate and left a

golden one in its place !"

"Well," cried Emperor Hadrian, "what a

welcome thief, indeed ! Would that such a robber

might break into my palace !"
"
Indeed,

"
replied the blushing maiden, "was

not our Creator, whom you have just re-

proached, just such a thief?"

"How so?" asked the Emperor.
"Even though he deprived Adam of a rib,"

she replied, "did he not, in its place, give him
a lovely, loving bride?"

Says the Talmud further on the subject of

woman :
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"A woman prefers poverty with the affec-

tion of her husband to riches without it."
"Woman has better instinct in gauging the

character of a stranger than a man."
"A man should be careful lest he cause a

woman to weep, for God counts their tears."

"Who is rich? He who has a good wife."

"A true wife makes the home a holy place."
"If thy wife is small, bend down to take her

counsel."

Honor Thy Parents

Nathina was a wealthy diamond merchant

who owned a certain diamond which the High
Priest desired for his Ephod (a priestly vest-

ment worn by the High Priest) and on which

diamond the merchant had placed a price of

sixty myriads.
When the messengers of the High Priest

called at the home of Nathina to purchase the

diamond, they were met at the door by his son,

Daznah.

They stated their mission and offered the

price asked but the son shook his head.

Knowing how much their master desired the

diamond, they increased their offer but the son

still shook his head. So they went away.
The next day they returned and when the
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son again met them at the door, they offered

him a fabulous sum for the diamond.

"My friends,
77 said the young man, "the

diamond shall be yours for sixty myriads. Yes-

terday, when you called, my father was asleep
and the key to the safe, where the diamond is

kept, was under his pillow and T would not

disturb my father in his rest for any sum to

obtain it for you.
You may now have the diamond for the

amount first asked by my father as I do not

desire to profit merely because T honored my
father."

Says the Talmud further on the subject of

honoring one's parents:
"There are many ways in which honour is

to be shown to parents. If they have a certain

corner in their room which they prefer or a

certain chair on which they sit, these are not,

to be used even when not used by them. They
must not be contradicted, and attention is to be

shown them in every possible way."
"A child must not only love and honor his

parents while they are living but must love

and respect them after they are dead."

A Kin# and His Taxes
Rabbi Simon tolls the story of the king, who,

on returning From a journey to a nearby conn-
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try, brought with him certain goods on which his

own country laid a duty.
On arriving at the custom house on the bor-

der of his country, he ordered his attendants to

pay the regular duty as prescribed by the laws

of his country.
"But your Majesty," remonstrated his at-

tendants. "Thou art our king and art exempt
from payment of such taxes."

"I insist upon paying them,'
7 returned the

king firmly. "If I do not practice honesty in

paying the taxes of my own country and obey-

ing their laws, how can I, in honesty, expect my
subjects to do so."

Says the Talmud further on the subject:
"It is sinful to deceive the government in

taxes and duties."

"Promote the welfare of the government be-

cause if it were not for the respect which it in-

spires, men would swallow each other alive."

"Those who work for the community should

work without selfishness and with the sincere

intention to promote its welfare."

Respect Thy Neighbor's Property

Once while walking along a road, Rabbi

Joshua noticed a worn path, which led across

an adjoining field. It appeared that this would
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shorten Ms journey considerably so he started

across the field by way of this path. He had

not gone far when he met a little girl who

said, "Sir, thou art walking in our field."

"Ts this not a trodden path?" asked the

Rabbi.

"Yes," she exclaimed, "such robbers as thou

art, have made it a trodden path.
? ?

Says the Talmud further on the subject:

"Destroy not the property of thy neighbor."

"Thy neighbor's property must be as sacred

to thee as thine own."
"Offend not thy neighbor."
"Be mindful of the feeling of others."

He, Who Is Wise, Prepares

A king, in order to test out the wisdom of

his attendants, invited them to a banquet but

did not set an exact hour for the feast,

The wise ones among them dressed fittingly

and held themselves in readiness for the call

as they said, "We might be called any moment,"
The foolish ones, on the other hand, said,

"There will be plenty of time to prepare" and
went about their affairs making no preparation
whatever for it.

Suddenly, the king announced that tho ban-

quet was ready and the wise, who were ready
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and fittingly clothed, were admitted and seated

at the table but to those who had foolishly de-

layed preparing themselves and came in their

work clothes, he said:
" Those who are properly attired for the

banquet may sit down and dine with me but

those who did not properly prepare themselves,
after being invited, shall stand and look on."

It was Rabbi Eliezer who said, "Kepent one

day before thy death."

"But," asked his pupils. "How does a man
know on what day he will die so he may repent
before that day?"

"Ah!" responded the sage, "that is the se-

cret. Let him prepare today and every day lest

he die tomorrow, and doing so, he will be pre-

pared every day of his life."

A Tree Is Known By Its Fruit

"Why is it that the sound of thy flowing
waters can not be heard even a short distance

from thy shores?" asked all the other rivers

of the Euphrates river.

"It is not necessary that my waters be

heard," replied the Euphrates, "My deeds, my
fruitful shores, speak for me."

The rivers then asked of the Tigris river:

"Why is it that the tumult and splashing of thy
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waters may be heard for such a great dis-

tance?"

"Because," replied the noisy Tigris, "It is

necessary that my current rush with tumultous

rumble and clamour so people may hear and
know how important T arn."

Likewise did the trees of the forest ask of

the fruit trees, "Why is it that the rustling of

thy leaves may not be heard at a distance?"

"Because," replied the fruit trees, "our
fruits testify for us. It is not necessary that we
attract attention by the rustling of our leaves.

Now we shall ask a question of thee. 'Why do

thy leaves rustle constantly?'
"

"That," answered the forest trees, "is be-

cause we must call the attention of others to

our presence,"

Says the Talmud further on this subject:

"Man is to be judged by his deeds, not by
his words."

"As a tree is known by its fruit, so is man
by his works."

Be Not Slow to Admit Error

The son of Rabbi Simon was one day riding

along on horseback when he met a man who
was very ugly.
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Being in a frivolous mood, he called out to

the man:
"I do believe I have never seen one more ugly.

Are all the men of your city as ugly as you?"
The man addressed was, of course, much of-

fended at the remark but none the less patient
and wise in his reply,

"It is true I may not be as handsome as

you," he said, "but that is no fault of mine and
I fail to see why you should so address me. If

you must scoff and criticize, go to my Maker
and criticize his work."

The young man, who had been thoughtless,
but nevertheless kind at heart, dismounted and

respectfully bowed before the man whom he

had offended.

"I humbly beg your pardon," said he, "and

may I be struck dead should I ever again utter

such thoughtless and unkind words."

Says the Talmud further on the subject:
"However great a man may be, whether

in riches, in learning or social position, he should

be meek and ready to ask pardon of the meanest

individual if he has offended him."

How Long Should a Prayer Be?

"He spends too much time with his

prayers," complained the pupils of Eabbi Eli-
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ezer of one of their fellow students.

" There is nothing wrong in that," replied
the Sage.

"Did not Moses pray for 40 days and 40

nights?" (Dent. IX.)
At another time a complaint was made be-

cause a pupil did not tako enough time with

his prayers.
"That is nothing to be concerned about," re-

turned the Rabbi. "Did not Moses 7

prayer on

behalf of his sister Miriam consist of only these

few words: '0 God, heal her, I beseech thee'

(Numbers XII) and was not this brief prayer
effective?

"Remember, my pupils, that prayers do not

depend upon the number of words, nor upon
the time taken, but rather on the sincerity and
the devotion of him who prays."

Charity of the Highest Type

Munmazi, son of Queen Helena of the Has-

moneans, inherited a vast fortune but gave most
of it away in charity to the poor,

For this, his brothers criticized him sternly.

"Why," asked they, "Do you do this? Did
our parents amass fortunes for you to give
them away?"

"Ah," he replied, "Tt is true that our be*
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loved parents stored up treasures and hoarded
them where a human hand could reach them.

I lay up treasures where none can touch them."
"Our parents stored up riches that brought

them no good, I have placed them where they
will do much good and bring happiness, health

nnd good cheer. "

Says the Talmud further on this subject:
"Blessed is he who giveth pecuniary help to

the poor, and most blessed is he who gives them

comforting and cheering words as well."

Slander Not

An important legal document came to Rabbi
Judah Hanasi for his consideration and, on

reading it over, he found many mistakes there-

in.

Looking at his son, Simon, who was a scribe,

he asked:

"Didst thou write this?"

"Nay, my father," replied the son, "it was
written by Chayta."

"Thou shouldst not have said that, my son,"
returned the father. "It would have been enough
to say that thou didst not write it, but the addi-

tional information, which thou gavest, incrimin-

ated another, which was not necessary, and
which would be accounted slander."
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Says the Talmud further on the subject:
" Slander is a very grievous sin."

"Rather let others slander yoti, than that

you should slander others.' 7

"I need never look around when speaking
of another to see whether he is present,

" said

Eabbi Jose, "as I never say anything in a

man's absence that I would not have said in his

presence,"

The Serpent's Tail

One day the serpent's tail said to the bond:

"Why should 1 not also lead sometimes? I

must always stay in the background while you
always appear foremost. Am I not as capable of

leading as you?"
"You may have your wish," replied tho hoad

and he relinquished the lead to the tail.

The very first thing the tail did then was
to drag the body into a muddy ditch. Next, it

floundered into a fiery furnace and escaping
from that, it found itself entangled in a patch
of thorns.

By this time it came to a realization of its

short comings and lack of ability to lead and
was willing to delegate the leading to the head
and resume its place where it properly be-

longed.
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Says the Talmud further:

"One must not place the crown merited by
him upon his own head, but should let others

do it, as it is written, 'Let another man praise

thee, and not thine own mouth; a stranger, and
not thine own lips.'

"

The Punishment of the Selfish

A very old man was planting a fig tree be-

side a street in Tiberias when Emperor Hadrian
came along and stopped.

"If thou hadst labored in thy youth," said

the emperor, "thou shouldst not have to labor

in thy old age. Surely thou canst not hope to

live to eat of the fruit of this tree?"

"Honored sir," replied the old man, "in

my youth I worked and in my old age I still

work. I pray that I may live to eat of the fruit

of this tree even though I have lived for a

hundred years already."

"Well, if thou dost live to eat the figs from
this tree," said his majesty, "I pray thee let

me know of it."

It happened that the old man did live to eat

of the fruit of that tree and recalling the words
of the emperor, he filled a small basket with the

choicest figs from the tree and called at the

palace to present them to the emperor.
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The emperor did not at first recognize the

man when he was admitted to his presence but

the old man said: "Dost thon not remember
me? I am the old man whom thou didst see

planting a fig tree and recallest not thy words,
'Tf thou dost live to eat the figs from this tree,

I pray thee let me know of it?' Behold I have
come and brought thee of the choicest of the

fruit of that tree, that thou mayest enjoy it

likewise."

This kind and thoughtful act of the old man
pleased the emperor very much and he accepted
the figs with thanks and filled the old man's
basket with gold coins, sending him happily on

his way.
It happened that next door to this old man

lived a very selfish woman who was very much
interested in the story which he told on his re-

turn home. She filled an immense basket with

figs and said to her husband, "Carry this bas-

ket to the emperor. He loves figs and will fill

thy basket with gold coins in return. "

Arriving at the gates of the palace he said

to the guards: "These figs I bring as a gift to

his majesty. Empty my basket I pray, and fill

it with gold/'
When this message was delivered to the em-

peror, he ordered the man to stand before the
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palace so that all who passed could pelt him
with his figs. When the figs were all gone, he
was permitted to return home.

Dejected and unhappy, he told his wife of his

experience.

"Do not mind," she consoled him, "Be
thankful that they were figs instead of cocoa-

nuts or thou mightst have suffered even harder

raps."

Be Moderate In All Things

A basket full of luscious dates was once

brought to Ulla as a gift.

"How many such baskets of dates," he

asked, "could be bought for one Zuz?" (A Zuz
was a unit of money).

"Three," they replied.

"What a big measure of honey for one Zuz!"
he exclaimed.

However, the dates were so delicious he ate

them all without stopping and paid the penalty
in suffering from eating too much.

"Oh," he groaned in pain, "what a big
measure of poison for one Zuz."

Says the Talmud further on the subject:

"Moderation in all things is desirable,"
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The Rabbi and the Stranger

A stranger once called at the home of Rabbi

Jehoshua and asked for a night's lodging.

The Eabbi kindly took him in, gave him food

and then escorted him up to the roof, where he

made a comfortable bod for him. (Tn those days
the roof was commonly used as a room.)

The kind but wise Eabbi then removed the

step-ladder that led to the roof.

The stranger, unappreciative of the Kabbi's

hospitality, arose after the household was

asleep, gathered up everything of value which

he found on the roof and wrapped them in a

bundle. Attempting to descend from the roof

and escape with these articles which ho had

stolen, he fell and injured himself painfully.

Aroused by the noise of the fall, the Rabbi

came out and found him.

uYou ingratc!" he exclaimed, "Is this what

you do to people who befriend you?"
"But Rabbi," replied the stranger, "I did

not suspect that a person of your station would
remove the ladder. "

Says the Talmud further; "
Always consider

strangers with suspicion."
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Visit the Sick

A certain pupil of Rabbi Akiba became sick

but no one came to visit him.

However, when the young man's illness came
to the attention of Rabbi Akiba, he immediately
called upon him.

He swept and sprinkled the house and did

other needed services that cheered the invalid

and added to his comfort.

Each day the good Rabbi visited him, over-

looking nothing that might speed the return of

the young man's health.

Finally, when he recovered, he said: "
Rabbi,

if it had not been for thee, T might have died.

Thou hast, in truth, restored me to life by thy

kindly acts during my sickness."

"My son," replied the good man, "I have

always been taught that f he who does not visit

a sick person is considered as if he had shed

blood.'"

Says the Talmud further:

"It is a religious duty to visit the sick."

"He who visits the sick frequently is praise-

worthy, but his calls must not trouble the in-

valid."

"Even a great man should visit a less im-

portant person than he."
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"One should visit the sick, to pay attention

to the needs of the invalid and to give him the

pleasure of ones company.
M

"Do not visit a sick person if your visit

would render the patient in any way uncomfort-

able or would cause him certain restraint or

would cause him to speak when speaking would
be injurious to him/ 5

"One should not visit a sick person during
the first three hours of the day nor during the

three closing hours of the day."
"One should not sit upon the "bed of a sick

person nor upon anything higher than the in-

valid."

"One should not visit an enemy in his sick-

ness, nor comfort him in his mourning, that he

may not think that you are rejoicing in his mis-

fortune and come only to vex him."

"Tact and judgment are necessary in visit-

ing the sick. One should not address the in-

valid in such a way as to fill him with false

hopes nor depress him with words of despair,"

Bribery By Kindness

It happened that Eabbi Samuel, on his way
to preside at his court, came to a river and found
the bridge washed away*

A man, nearby, very kindly offered to take
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him across the river in Ms boat and in doing
so, was unusually attentive to the comfort of

the Rabbi.

"Why art thou so attentive to me?" asked

the Rabbi.

"I have a lawsuit that will be tried in thy

court," replied the man, "and I beg your fa-

vorable consideration."

"Your kindness disqualifies me," replied the

judge, "because I have been taught that a judge
cannot fairly judge a case where one person
involved has befriended him.

The story is also told of a man who politely

stepped ahead of Mar Ukba and covered some
saliva which was upon the ground before him
so he would not step upon it.

"Why didst thou do that?" asked the Rabbi.

"I have a case that comes up before thee in

court," answered the man, "and hope you will

consider my case favorably."

"You have bribed me with your kindness,"
returned the Rabbi, "so I am unable to judge
in your case."

Says the Talmud further:

"However upright and honest a judge may
be, it is difficult to avoid feeling favorably in-

clined toward one who has been kind to him
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and, in spite of himself, he cannot remain en-

tirely impartial."
"A man should never be a judge to decide a

case for an intimate friend or a bitter enemy.
In the first case, because it will be difficult to

find any faults against him, and in the second

because it will be difficult to find a defense for

him."

Regard Thy Manners

To test out the manners of two of his pupils,

Babbi Akiba invited them to dine with him. -He

had ordered two dishes of meat prepared, one

well cooked and the other only half done. The
latter was served first. The more sensible pupil
tried to eat the meat, but finding it very tough,
he moved it aside quietly and ate the rest of the

food without saying a word.

The other struggled with the meat and mi sod

quite a commotion at the table, trying to eat ii,

complaining all the while about the toughness
of it.

Then the Babbi ordered the well roasted moni

brought in and said: "My children, I did thaf

to test your manners. May this meat be more

satisfying to you*"

Says the Talmud further on the subject of

manners :
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"Never shall a man hold a slice of bread of

the size of an egg' and bite from it. One who
does so is called a glutton.

"

"Do not urge your guest to partake of any-

thing you may offer him when you know that

no urging of yours will be of any avail/'

"When two are sitting at the table, the elder

one commences to eat first and the younger one

after him."
"One shall not rejoice among those who are

weeping, nor shall he sleep among those who are

awake; he shall not be standing among those

who are seated, nor shall he be seated among
those who are standing. This is the rule: One
shall not have different manners from those of

his friends and of people in general among
whom he is."

"Contemptible is he, who, on being invited

to a friend's house, invites a friend of his own,
without the consent or knowledge of his host,

to come with him, but even more contemptible
is he who is ready with his answer before he

had fully heard what one had asked or said."

The Fox and the Fishes

Walking along the banks of the river a fox

saw the fishes swimming excitedly to and fro

as though they were fleeing from a foe,
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"Why so alarmed?" asked the fox, "what
do you have to fear?"

"We fear the nets that are placed for us ?

"

answered the fishes.

"Why, then, do you not come on the shore

and live with me. I will protect you."
"You are very kind," returned the fishes,

"but we prefer to stay where we are, even

though we do fear the nets. If we are in danger

here, where we are at home and in our own

element, how much greater would our danger

be, should we leave it and come to shore with

you."

Delay Not In Doing: Good

When Nachum of Gfamzoo became old he lost

his eye sight as well as both his hands and foot

and his body also was covered with sores.

"If thou art a righteous man," asked one

of his pupils, "why art thou so afflicted?"

"I brought this all upon myself," he replied,
"and I shall tell tliee how so thou mayest not

err in the same way. One day as I was travel-

ing with thirty asses heavily laclen with goods
and provisions, a man by the side of the road

called to me for assistance.

First taking care of my beasts, removing
their burdens, I went to see of what help I could
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be to him. To my sorrow I found that he, in

the meanwhile, had fallen and died.

Imagine how I felt. Bitterly I bowed down
and wept, crying aloud: "Let these eyes be blind

and these hands and feet, which delayed to as-

sist thee, be cut off and let my whole body be

covered with sores.'

And may this be a lesson to thee, that he

who hesitates in the practice of charity and good
deeds, is guilty of a grievous sin and should be

punished even as was I."

Be Slow to Criticize

A wise man, who had sent his son away to

Jerusalem to complete his education, became ill

during the son's absence and feeling that he

was about to die, made his -will. Therein he be-

queathed all of his property to one of his slaves,

on condition that he should allow the son to se-

lect any one thing which pleased him for an

inheritance.

The wise man died and the slave hurried to

Jerusalem to notify the son of his father's death

and to show him the will.

The young man could not understand why
his father would make a will leaving everything
to the slave and after the prescribed period of

mourning, he went to his teacher and read the

will to him.
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The son was outspoken in his disapproval

as he could think of nothing that he might have
done to offend his father.

"Reproach not thy father, nor be quick to

condemn,
" said the teacher. "Thy father was

a man of rare wisdom. This will is a monument
to his foresight and good judgment. Mayest
thou, his son, prove equally as wise."

"1 see no wisdom in this," exclaimed the

son. "Where is the foresight and good judgment
in bequeathing his property to a slave and

slighting me, his only son, in this way with only
one thing?"

"Nevertheless I repeat, your father's action

was most wise," replied the teacher. "In fact, it

but made thy inheritance more secure if thou

but be wise enough to realize it. "When he felt

death approaching, he must have thought to

himself, 'As my son is away, he will not be hete

to take charge of my affairs when I am dead
and my slaves will rob my estate and will even
withhold the knowledge of my death from him
in order to gain time and even deprive me of

the period of mourning, which is my due/

Accordingly, he willed his property to his

slave to prevent these occurrences, knowing that

the slave, believing himself to be the sole heir,
would hasten to thee and take good care of the
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property, feeling that he was the sole owner of
it."

"Yes, but how does this benefit me?" asked
the son impatiently.

"Ah," replied the Kabbi, "Dost thou not
know that what a slave possesses belongs to his

master? And didst thy father not give thee the

right to select any one thing which pleased thee
for an inheritance?

If thou wonldst be as wise as thy father

hoped, thou wilt select, as thy choice, the slave,
and in his ownership thou wilt own all that was
thy father's,"

The Prince and the Pious Man
One day a prince of the land who was travel-

ing by, came up to a pious man, who was occu-

pied in prayer, and greeted him cordially.
The pious man, however, ignored the saluta-

tion and continued with his prayer.
This vexed the prince very much and lie ex-

claimed: "Why hast thou ignored rny friendly

greeting? Dost not thy law say, 'Take heed to

thyself?' Why hast thou not taken heed to thy-

self, knowing that I have the power to have thee
beheaded for this insult to me me whom the king
delighteth to honor? Why didst thou not answer
when I saluted thee?"
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" Honored sir," replied the pious man hum-

bly. "Suppress thy wrath and let me explain."

"Suppose that thou wert engaged in conver-

sation with thy king and a friend came by and
saluted thee, wouldst thou wish to be interrupted
in thy address to his majesty to respond to the

greeting of thy friend? Wouldst thou have turned

away from thy king to answer him?"

"Surely not," replied the prince, "And were
I to do so, he would most surely have ordered me
beheaded for such an insult to his august
majesty."

"My sir," replied the pious man, "When thou
so kindly offered me thy greeting, I was address-

ing my humble petition to the King of kings, my
Father in heaven, and I am sure thou wilt ap-
preciate the motive of my delay in failing to re-

spond promptly to this greeting."
The prince was satisfied, and even pleased,

with the answer and went on his way.

Says the Talmud further on the subject of

prayer :

"Prayer without devotion is like a body with-
out life."

"Better little prayer with devotion than much
without devotion."

"The value of the words uttered with the lips
is determined by the devotion of the heart."
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"To pray loudly is not a necessity of devo-
tion."

Everything Has Its Purpose
Rabbi Judah, the "Chief," as he was some-

time called by reason of his eminence, was one

day standing before the house of his father-in-

law, when one of his pupils, Rabbi Zeira, came
along. Noticing that the "Chief" was in a cheer-
ful mood, he asked, in his desire to learn con-

cerning the processes of nature:

"Why are she-goats without tails such as the

sheep have?"

"Because," answered Rabbi Judah, the Wise,
"Those who cover us are themselves covered but
those that do not cover us are not covered."

"Why has the camel a short tail," then asked
Rabbi Zeira of the eminent scholar.

"Because it feeds among thorns," was the

reply.

"Then why has the ox a long tail," he asked.
"Because it feeds on the plains and must pro-

tect itself against the gnats," answered Rabbi
Judah.

"Tell me, now, why are the feelers of the lo-

cust flexible?"

"Because," replied the Rabbi Judah, "were
the feelers not flexible, the locust would lose them
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in knocking against the trees and did not Samuel

say, 'All that is necessary to blind a locust is to

tear his feelersV "

"And now, Eabbi, tell me why do the eyelids

of the chicken close upward?"
"
Because," answered Judah, the "Wise, "it

perches at night off the ground upon an elevated

thing and should the eyelids close downward, the

chicken's eyes would be blinded from the least

smoke that might come from below. ' '

Says the Talmud further to show that every-

thing was created for a purpose :

"The snail was created as a remedy for the

scab of the camel
;
the fly for the sting of a wasp ;

the gnat for the bite of a serpent; the serpent for

curing sores of the head and ichneumon-fly for

the sting of a scorpion."

Note : Directions are then given (in Shabboth,

Chapter 8, Folio 77) as to how these may be pre-

pared and applied where required.

Induce Others to Give

Although a very wealthy man, Eabbi Tar-

phon was reported to be not as charitable as his

means might permit.

One day Eabbi Akiba met him and asked:

"Wouldst thou wish for me to invest some
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money for thee in a way that wouldst be very
profitable?'*

Rabbi Tarphon consented and gave him a
substantial sum in gold to be so invested.

Rabbi Akiba took the gold and distributed it

judiciously among the poor where it was most
needed.

Some time later Rabbi Tarphon met Rabbi
Akiba and asked him concerning the investment.

Thereupon Akiba brought him to a house of

learning and asked a little boy there to recite the

112th Psalm for them.

Upon reaching the ninth verse, "He hath scat-

tered abroad, he hath given to the needy; his

righteousness endureth forever." Rabbi Akiba
said: "Thy investment is with David, King of

Israel, who said, 'He who giveth to the needy,
his righteousness endureth forever."

"But why hast thou done this?" asked Tar-

phon.

"Why didst thou not tell me this before?

Could I not have distributed my own means with-

out assistance?"

"Nay," replied Akiba, "It is more virtuous to

cause another to give than for one himself to

give."

Says the Talmud further on the subject of

charity :
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" Those who work in the cause of charity, who

collect money for the poor and distribute the fund

judiciously, are even more praiseworthy than the

givers.
7 '

Parental Respect

The story is told of a miller who took his

father to live with him in his old age. At that

time there was a law in the land that all persons
not working for themselves were obliged to work
a certain number of days for the king.

When the time approached for the old man
to be called upon, his son said, "Gk> thou and labor

for me in the mill and I will go and work for the

king because those who work for the king are

flogged if their work proves unsatisfactory. It

is better, therefore, for me to run the chance of

being beaten than to allow you to risk it."

Such a son indeed deserves the reward of one

who honors his father.

Says the Talmud further on the subject of

honoring ones parents :

"One may even feed his father pheasants and
all kinds of dainty foods and yet be a disrespect-
ful son, while another may even send his father

to labor with a hand-mill and still deserve the

reward of one who honors his parents."
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"The honoring of ones parents is as obliga-

tory upon the poor as upon the rich."

"The duty of honoring ones parents has not

ceased when the earth has closed on their mortal

remains. Their memory must be cherished and
honored. 7 '

A Good Wife Is Priceless

When Abraham brought Sarah into Egypt he

is said to have put her in a box in order that no

one should see her beauty.

When toll was demanded by the customs offi-

cer at the boundary line, Abraham said he was

ready to pay.

"Thou bringest clothes V 9 asked the custom

house officer.

"I will pay for clothes," replied Abraham.
"Thou bringest gold?

7 ' asked the officer.

"I will pay for gold," returned Abraham,
"Thou bringest silk?" they then asked.

"I will pay for silk," he said.

"Thou bringest pearls?" they asked.

"I will pay for pearls," replied Abraham.

"A good wife is more precious than silk,

pearls or gold."

Says the Talmud further on the subject of a

good wife:
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"All the blessings of a household came

through the wife, therefore should her husband
honor her."

"He who loves his wife as himself and honors

her more than himself, will train his children

properly.
"

"Who Is To Be Considered Rich?"

"Everyone who enjoys his riches," said Eabbi

Meier. "Everyone who has a hundred vineyards
and a hundred fields and a hundred slaves to

labor therein/' said Eabbi Tarphon, but said

Eabbi Akiba, "He is richest of all who has a wife

that is becoming in all her acts."

Passion Profits Nobody
Alexander the Great came to the gates of

Paradise, knocked thereon and demanded admit-

tance.

"Thou canst not enter here," replied a voice

from within, "But," returned the ambitious mon-

arch, "this is Alexander the G-reat, the Con-

queror, the Master of the whole earth. T demand
admittance. ' 7

"No conqueror is admitted here," replied the

voice from within, "except him who conquers
his passions."

Says the Talmud further on this subject:

"He who gives way to his passion makes
desolate his home."
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"Be not easily moved to passion/'
"
Anger profiteth nobody,"

The End of Ambition the Grave

When Alexander the Great was denied admit-

tance to Paradise, he said to the keeper of the

gates :

" Since you refuse to admit me, give me some-

thing to show that I have at least come this far."
" Since you insist/' replied the keeper of the

gates, "take this and be gone.
7 '

When Alexander saw that what the keeper
had given him was a part of a human skull, he
threw it from him angrily.
A sage, who was passing and saw him do this,

said, "Despise not this present although it may
appear insignificant to you. It possesses unusual

qualities which will be apparent to you if you
but weigh it with gold or silver."

Alexander ordered a scale brought and found
that the skull outweighed gold and silver.

"This is unbelievable," he cried. "How do

you account for the fact that such a small piece
of matter should outweigh so much gold and sil-

ver?"

The wise man then covered the bone with a

small portion of earth and immediately the posi-
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tion of the scale changed, the gold now far over-

balancing the skull.

"Your majesty," replied the sage, "that is

the part of the skull which surrounds the human
eye, the eye which nothing can satisfy. The more
it sees, the more it wants. The more it possesses,
the more it desires. Such is the eye of man which

nothing can satisfy but the earth which covers

it in the grave."

Everything Created Has Its Use

"Of what use is the spider?" mused David,

King of Israel, one day as he lay on his couch

watching a spider spin its web. "It only clutters

up the rafters with its webs, making walls dirty
and unsightly."

Then he mused further :

"Of what use in this world is an insane person
or an idiot?"

Just then he was bitten by a mosquito and his

thoughts turned in that direction.

"Just what is the mosquito's mission on
earth?" he meditated. "Why was it ever created?

All it does is disturb our comfort and no one

profits by its existence."

But King David, before his death, was to learn

that there is nothing but what has its use.

"When he was captured by the brothers of
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Goliath, in the land of the Philistines and brought
before Achish, the king of Gath, was it not only

by acting as though he were an idiot that he es-

caped being put to death? Did not he by imper-
sonating a madman make the king believe that

surely such a man could not be the kingly David?
"And David changed his demeanor before them
and feigned himself mad in their hands, and scrib-

bled on the doors of the gate and let his spittle

fall down upon his beard. Then said King Achish
unto his servants: Lo, when ye see a man that

is mad, wherefore do you bring him to me? Do
I lack madmen, that ye have brought this mad-
man in my presence? David therefore departed
thence, and escaped." (1 Samuel 21:22).

On another occasion, a spider spun a web over
the opening to the cave where David was con-

cealing himself from his pursuers. When they
came to the cave and saw the spiderweb, they

passed on, feeling that no one could have entered

that cave without having disturbed that web, and

accordingly, David was saved by a spider.

On a third occasion, when David entered the

Carap of Saul, stealthily he crawled past Abner,
a sleeping guard. Just then Abner moved his

position in his sleep and his leg fell across David's

body. David was in a predicament. A single move
on his part would awaken Abner and mean his
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capture and death while if lie remained in that

position until morning, he would be discovered

and that would likewise mean his death. He was
indeed perplexed as to what to do. When all of

a sudden a mosquito alighted upon Abncr's leg.

The guard still asleep, slapped at the mosquito,

moving his log quickly on doing so, and David,
thus released, was rescued from death by a mos-

quito.

Thus was it proven to David that Ihero is

nothing that has been created but what has its

use and can be an omen for good.

He Who Honors His Parents
Abimi, son of Rabbi Abalm, was the father

of five children, but he would not permit any of

them even so much as to opon the door for thoir

grandfather, or attend to any of his wants when
he himself was at home. He felt it was his own

duty to honor his father just as he expected his

own children to honor und rospoci him.

One clay his father risked him for a glass of

water. He went to obtain it but, upon his return

to the room with the* water, he found his father

had fallen asleep. Accordingly ho stood by his

father's side with Ibo glass in his hand until he

awoke, rather than disturb his father's rest.

Says the Talmud further on tho subject of

honoring
1 one's parents:
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"Honor thy father and thy mother by attend-

ing' to their wants. Give them to eat and drink

and even lie their shoes if they are unable to do
so themselves.''

"A child, who has prospered, must share his

prosperity with his parents. He should not live

in greater luxury than they and must not permit
them to live in poverty while he enjoys wealth."

"He who honors his father and mother enjoys
the fruit in this life, and stores up a treasure for

the future."

Good Deeds Better Than Creeds

It happened that the Roman Governor, T. An-
uius Rufus, one day met Rabbi Akiba and asked
him:

"If your God loves the poor among your poo-

pie, why does he not support them?"

"Because," answevecl the Rabbi, "God de-

sires to give the rich an opportunity to do good,"

Says the Talmud further on the subject of

#ood deeds :

"Good deeds are better than creeds."
41

It is our duty to relieve the poor and those

who need."

"Jt is hottor to loud than to give. To <>;ive

omploymont is hotter than oil her."
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aim and end of all wisdom are repent-

ance and good deeds. "

"There are three ways in which we may re-

pent; by publicly confessing our sins, by showing
sorrow for sins committed, and by doing good
deeds."

"Do not be wise in words alone, but also in

deeds."

"To what is he like whose good deeds exceed

his wisdom? To a tree whose branches are few
and its roots many, so that if all the winds in the

world come and assail it, they cannot move it."

Charity Delivers From Death

The story is told of the daughter of Rabbi

Akiba, whom the soothsayers had predicted would
be bitten by a snake on the day she would enter

a certain garden, and she would die from it.

One day the girl came into the garden, took

off her head-dress and stuck the sharp side of it

into a hedge. In doing so, she happened to pierce
the eye of a snake who was then at the hedge and
it was killed.

When she came to reclaim her head-dress, she

found the dead snake and she dragged it after

her to her father, who asked:

"What good deed hast thou done that thou

wast saved from the snake? 77
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The girl thought a moment and replied :

"I know not, unless it was when that poor man
appeared at our door while the family was eating
and none heard him. Noting that he was in

greater need of the food than I, I took my por-
tion and gave it to him."

Thereupon, her father said, "Verily, this good
deed hath saved thee from death because it is

said '

Charity delivereth from death '."

Says the Talmud further on the subject of

charity :

"
Charity is the greatest virtue. "

"Charity is greater than sacrifices."

It Is Noble to Pardon

A kindly surgeon was Abbe Umna. Never
would he accept with his own hands payment for

his services but had a box placed in the corner

of his consultation room wherein patients, who
felt inclined to pay and who could afford it, would

put their money.
He did this in order not to embarrass those

who could not afford to pay. Furthermore, many
a time he gave the very poor patients, who came

to him for treatment, money for food in addition

to his services and medicine.

A good friend of the doctor was Abayah, who
wanted to prove to two of his acquaintances the
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sterling character of Abbe Unina. He sent them

to the doctor with a note of introduction and Abbe
Umna was most kind and hospitable to them.

Since they had come from a distance, he insisted

that they stay over night and gave thorn his fin-

est bedding upon which io sleep.

The next morning* on leaving", they look wiih

them some of this bedding to test his disposition

and see what he would do.

As they went through the streoi carrying his

property in their hands, he met them and pleas-

antly asked: "Do you have this fine bedding for

sale and if so, may T ask your price
1?"

They were very much impressed with his kind

ly manner and confessed, asking him what inter-

pretation he placed upon their actions.

"I entertain no hard feelings against you/
1

lie replied.

"I though! that you had perchance run shori

of money and rather than ask me for what you
needed to take you home, you took the bedding
to pledge it for a loan to meet your temporary
needs, intending to redeem it later and rHurn it

to me."

Says the Talmud further on this subjoH :

"It is noble to pardon, sinful to halo."

"He who would be forgiven, must forgive."
If your neighbor does or says anything which
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may be interpreted in more than one way, then do

not put a sinister construction upon it, but judge
him in righteousness."

The Fox and the Bear

One night a bear came upon a fox who was

eating and stretched out his paw as though to

appropriate the food to himself.

"If you are hungry," said the fox, "this mor-
Ksel will not nearly satisfy you. Let me finish and
I shall lead you to a, place where you will find

food in plenty."
The fox, after finishing his meal, led the bear

to a well where two large buckets were tied on

either end of a rope, which ran through a, pulley

suspended from an arch.

Pointing to a reflection of the moon in the

clear water of the well, the fox said:

"Do you see that fine large cheese! Let us

go down and cat of it as there will be enough for

both of us and to spare."

Entering one of the buckets, the fox took with

him a stone to balance tho weigh! of the bear.

When the bear entered the second bucket, the

fox threw out the stone which caused his pail to

rise, while the bear, being so mueh heavier, fell

suddenly to the bottom.

Thus was he punished for having endeavored
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to appropriate the food (property) of another.

Says the Talmud further:

"Every man must suffer for his own sins."

"Touch not that which is thy neighbors.
"

Thy Own Deeds Make Thy Friends

Eabbi Beroka of Hazar one day met the pro-

phet Elijah in the crowded market place of Be

Lepht and asked him who, in that crowd, would
have a share in the world to come.

Elijah pointed to a prison warden who, upon
inquiry, Kabbi Beroka found was kind, wise and

merciful in his treatment of the prisoners in his

care.

The next day, when Rabbi Beroka asked the

same question of Elijah, he pointed out two or-

dinary looking men of kindly countenance, who
were walking in the crowd.

The Eabbi approached these two men and
asked them what they had done to justify Eli-

jah 's prophecy, but they, much puzzled, replied:
"We know not to what you refer. We are poor

men who earn our living by our trade, but we
always try to be cheerful and of good nature.

If we see a fellow man sad, we try to cheer him.

If we see two persons quarreling, we try to dis-

suade them and make them friends again. Our
whole life is to make and keep friends."
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Says the Talmud further on the subject :

"Thy own deeds make thy friends or thy
enemies."

"To have no faithful friends is worse than
death."

"One enemy is one too many, a thousand
friends are none too many."

"Cause your enemies to become your friends

and you will be indeed a hero. ? '

"Was Good"

A very wicked man maintained an inn beside

a road which led through a thick forest.

When a strange traveler would stop at his

inn, he would engage him in conversation and,
on learning his destination, he would say that he

likewise was contemplating a trip in the same
direction and would be glad to accompany him
as his guide.

It was his custom in such cases to awaken his

guest long before dawn for an early start and in

the midst of the dark forest, rob and even kill

him, if necessary.

One night a Rabbi stopped over night at his

inn on his way to a distant city. The landlord, as

usual, learned his destination and stated that he

also contemplated leaving the next morning for

the same city. So they arranged to go together.
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Long before dawn, the landlord knocked on

the Rabbi's door.

"It is yet too early to start," the Rabbi re-

plied. "I should like to rest a bit longer.'
7

A short time later, he knocked again on the

Rabbi's door.

"I cannot leave yet/' replied the Rabbi,
4<t as

1 am waiting for the arrival of a friend bo fore 1

start."

"You did not I ell me of such a plan," said (ho

landlord. "What is the name of the friend you
are expecting?"

"The name of my friend is 'Was GoodV re-

turned the Rabbi.

The inn keeper went out to the road and called

loudly "Was Good!" "Was Good!" but no ono

answered so he returned to the inn and urged the

Rabbi to prepare to stai't.

"He will be here soon, I am suns" replied
the Eabbi.

After a while he exclaimed, "There ho is

now!" and pointing to rays of light beginning
lo brighten the sky, he said, "We can now start

on our journey. The friend I was awaiting was
the light of day. Do we not read in Genesis i And
God saw the light, that it was flood?' That light

which 'was good' was the friend that I was ox~

peeling.
"
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As the unscrupulous landlord would have no

object in accompanying him in the bright day
light, since it would not afford him any oppor-
tunity to attain his wicked ends, he offered an

excuse for not accompanying the wise Rabbi, who
\voiit peaceably on his way alone.

Says the Talmud further on the siibjeH of

wisdom :

4 'Warm thyself by (ho fire of the sa.ges but

he careful that their coals do not burn thee for

their bite is as the bite of a fox. Their sling is

as the sting of a scorpion. Their burn is as the

burn of a fiery sorpenl and all their words are

as fiery coals."

The Dignity of Honest Labor

A wealthy land owner once employed a great
number of men 1o fill up a large gully on his

estate.

One of the workmen, on looking into thr vasi

depths of the ravine, said:

"This is so deep, we shall never be able to

fill it." So he gave up the task.

However, the others said: "It matters not

how deep it is. We should be happy to have hon-

est and useful work to do and, by perseverance,

we shall eventually be able to fill it."

Says the Talmud further on the subject :
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"If them art engaged by the day, do thy work

to the best of thy ability and think of naught
else."

"The dignity of labor is great. It honors

man. ' *

' ' There can be no indignity in earning an hon-

est wage, whatever the work may be."

"A man supported by others, be they even

his own parents or his own children, cannot feel

that joy in life which the man feels who supports
himself by the work of Ms own hands.' 7

It was Rabbi Tarphon who said :

' ' The day is

short, the work great, the reward rich, and the

Master urgent."

What Is True Honesty?
A Rabbi once bought a donkey and saddle

from an Arab. Later that day his servant dis-

covered in a pocket of the saddle a little package
containing some precious stones.

Hurrying to the Rabbi, the servant exclaimed

excitedly: "Master, look what I have found in the

pocket of your saddle. You are indeed a wealthy
man. These jewels are worth a fortune."

"I must return them at once," replied the

Rabbi. "I paid for a donkey and saddle and not

for these jewels."
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Says the Talmud further on the subject of

honesty :

"If one finds something of value and returns
it to the rightful owner, that speaks more elo-

quently than all protestations of integrity and all

professions of honesty.
' *

"A beggar who feigns blindness or sickness
will really become so before he leaves this

world. ' 7

"Mere professions of honesty go for naught.
Rather is it the actual practice of honesty that

counts."

The Faithful Wife

Korah, the son of Izhar, was very jealous of

the power of Moses and incited a rebellion against
him, aiming to usurp his position.

On, the son of Peleth, was prevailed upon by
Korah to join in the conspiracy, but On's good
wife tried in every way to dissuade him from
this wicked deed.

"It is now too late for me to turn back," he

replied. "In fact, Korah and his men should be
here any minute now and I must go with them."

Seeing that she could not turn him from his

purpose, she pretended to resign herself to his

decision and brought him a large goblet of wine,

saying:
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"Drink this, my good husband. It will give

you strength and courage.
' '

However, unknown to him, she had placed a

sleeping powder into the wine and On, drinking

it, fell into a deep sleep.

Helping him to a nearby bod, she removed his

clothing, covered him and when Korah and h's

followers called, she loudly bemoaned her hus-

band's illness and cautioned thorn not to disturb

him in his sleep.

The conspirators, who then went ahead with-

out On, were unsuccessful in their mission and as

it is chronicled, "the earth opened her mouth and
swallowed them up and they perished."

Tims was On saved from death by his good
and faithful wife.

How to Prolong Life
i4

\Vill you tell me," asked one of Rabbi Nee-

luima's pupils, "How you have prolonged your
Kfe to such a ripe old age?"

"The answer, my son, is that 1 have never

endeavored to attain honor at the expense of an-

other's degradation. Neither has the remem-
brance of a wrong done to me by day gone to

bed with me at night."

Savs the Talmud further:
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'The bad thought and envy of companions
cause the death of man. 77

"One who wishes to be forgiven must him-

self forgive.
77

"The mercy we show to others, Heaven will

show to us."

Rabbi Tyra once said: "The secret which
has gained me a peaceful, happy old age is I

have never harbored anger or discord in my
family; I have never envied those possessing
more of wisdom or wealth than I; and I have
never rejoiced in the downfall of another. 7 "

Honesty
Rab Safra, who dealt in precious stones, was

a very pious man and known for his honesty and
fairness in the conduct of his business.

Tn his stock was a jewel on which he placed
a price of ten gold denarii. One day a customer

called upon him, and desiring to purchase that

particular stone, offered seven denarii for it.

Rab Safra refused to sell at that figure and

the customer went on his way.
After carefully considering the matter, how-

ever, Rab Safra decided that should the cus-

tomer return, he would accept seven denarii for

the jewel.
The next dav the customer did call again but
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found Rab Safra engaged in Ms morning prayers.

"I have conie to increase my offer," lie said.

"Will you sell the jewel to me for eight denarii ?"

Bab Safra, earnestly engrossed in his prayers,
did not answer him.

"All right, then, I will pay you nine denarii

for it."

But Rab Safra still replied not.

Taking this silence for refusal of his offer,

he said: "Have it your way then, I agree to your
terms. I will pay you ten gold denarii for the

jewel."
Rab Safra, finishing his prayers in time to

hear the last remark, replied:

"My dear sir, I beg your pardon if I seemed
rude in not answering you sooner. However, as

I was intent upon my prayers, I did not hear

you.
After you left me yesterday, I decided to sell

this jewel to you for the seven gold denarii, which

you offered me then. If you will pay me that sum,
the jewel will be yours."

Says the Talmud further on the subject of

honesty :

"It is not the volume of business that makes
a man rich, but rather honest dealing."

"One should not say one thing with the tongue
and mean something else in the heart."
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"A good reputation is a most worthy crown/'
"Three names are given to a man/' says the

Talmud further. "One by his parents; a second

by the world
;
and a third by Ms works. Which, of

these is the best? Solomon answers when he says:
<A good name is better than precious oil.

7 "

Prepare for the Future
There was once a king who spent all of his

time seeking pleasures, giving no thought to the

welfare of his people.
As the land of his kingdom was very fertile,

there had always been, as long as he could re-

member, plenty of food and it did not occur to

him nor his officers to lay up supplies or pre-

pare for a possible famine.

Finally, one year, for lack of rain, there was
no crop and famine threatened the land.

"Why should I worry!" boasted the king.

"Mighty hunter that I am, I can always find

plenty of game to supply me with food."

However, he was soon to learn that the famine

likewise affected the supply of animals available

for his hunting. The vegetation upon which they
had fed, being parched and withered by the ex-

treme heat, they died off in large numbers.

Before long there was no more game to be

found in his kingdom, as they had all died for

lack of food.
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Then lie decided to try the hunting in the land

on the other side of the mountains that bordered

his country.

Gathering ahout him a company of his best

hunters, they crossed the mountains and came to

a beautiful and fruitful land, but, what seemed

most strange to them, was the fact that there was
no sign of habitation.

For days they searched for some indication

but neither man nor beast could be seen. It seemed

as though the entire land had been deserted.

Finally they came to a huge castle surrounded by
a high wall which was covered by thick, tangled
masses of vines and weeds, apparently the wild

and uncultivated growth of centuries.

This thick vegetation completely concealed

the entrance.

After days of searching, they discovered a

secret gate and thereon they found inscribed the

following:

"We lived in comfort and luxury for many
years but failed to prepare for the future. When
the famine came, wo were unprepared and there-

fore we die, leaving our remains to the eagles
who will devour our bodies. 5 '

The king read this inscription over and over

and finally he said :

"This is verily a lesson to us. In our thought-
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less search, for pleasure, we have overlooked the

important fact that in times of plenty, we must

prepare for times of stress and famine. Come,
we shall return to our land and take heed that

we do not meet the same fate as this people who
failed to give thought to, and prepare for, the

future.

Others May Be in Greater Need
Eabhi AMba, when a young man, was very

poor. He was even reduced to such a state of

poverty that it was necessary for linn to go into

the roads and fields to gather bits of straw to

serve for a bed for himself and wife.

One day a beggar called at their' humble hut

and pleaded:
"Kind people, can you not spare a few bits

of straw for my wife, who is ill and in great dis-

tress?"

They were glad to share their bit of straw

with the stranger and after he had gone, the

Rabbi said to his good wife:

"How grateful we should be that we are able

to help someone in greater need than we."

"As poor as we are, there are others who are

even poorer than ourselves."

Says the Talmud further on the subject :

"Charity brings pleasure to the giver."
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"He commits a sin who hesitates in the prac-
tice of charity.

"

"If thou hast given a coin to a poor man in

the morning, and another one, in the evening,

begs of you, give him also."

Be Slow to Anger
On a journey, Rabbi Judah, Rabbi Meier and

Rabbi Jose arrived at a certain city on a Friday
afternoon and decided to stay there over the Sab-

bath.

Upon making inquiry as to where they might
find lodging, they learned of a certain inn keeper,

Kiddor, by name.

The three of them engaged lodging and Rabbi
Judah and Rabbi Jose arranged also to leave

their money with him for safe keeping during
the duration of their stay. Rabbi Meier, however,
was not impressed with the man so instead of

leaving his valuables in Kiddor's custody, he hid

them in the cemetery of the city.

As soon as possible after the Sabbath, Rabbi
Meier went to where he had buried Ms posses-
sions and, finding them intact, took them with

him.

Preparing to continue their journey, Rabbi
Judah and Rabbi Jose asked Kiddor for the

money they had left in his care but he denied
that he had ever received any money from them.
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Realizing that they had no witnesses and that

nothing would be gained by becoming angry, they
left the inn and went on their way for a short

distance, deep in consultation as to how they
might regain their valuables.

Having noticed that the inn keeper >s wife
transacted much of the business, they decided to

return and, in Kiddor's absence, see if they could
not accomplish more with her than with her un-

scrupulous husband.

They approached her, as though they were
leaving the inn, and after asking her the amount
of their bill, they said;

"Your charge is very reasonable and you may
deduct it from the money we left in your custody.
We wish now to take our money and go on our

way/ 7

The wife, not knowing of her wicked husband's

previous refusal, returned to them their money,
after deducting the charge for lodging, and the
Rabbis went on their way rejoicing that they had
regained their money because they had not lost

their temper when the inn keeper had refused to

return it to them.

Says the Talmud further on the subject:
"
Anger profiteth nobody."

* 'He who is slow to anger and easily mollified

is truly virtuous* "
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Solomon and the Bees

The Queen of Sheba, having heard such glow-

ing stories of the wisdom of Solomon, decided to

visit him and see for herself whether the king
was as wise as the reports pictured him.

She called at his palace carrying two bou-

quets, one of natural flowers and the other,

though artificial, was so skillfully made up that

it was well nigh impossible to distinguish between

the two.

"If thou canst tell me from this distance,
"

she said, "Which of these flowers are natural,

I shall then believe these reports I hear of thy

supreme wisdom."

Happening to hear a buzzing sound at the

window, he turned his attention briefly in that

direction and saw a swarm of bees fluttering
about the closed window.

Ordering an attendant to open the window, in

flew the bees and they alighted upon the natural

flowers. Thus did King Solomon prove his wis-

dom to the Queen of Sheba.

One sage, with a sense of humor, observed that

a good conclusion can be arrived at from this

story, if applied in general to ladies, and that

is that the bee selects only the pure and natural

beauties avoiding the painted and artificial ones.
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Why Woman Is Modest!
In many ways did the Queen of Sheba en-

deavor to test out the wisdom of Solomon.

On one occasion she brought before him sev-

eral servants, both men and women, but all cos-

tumed so that it was most difficult to distinguish
between them.

"Now, 0, wise king, tell me which of these

are of your sex and which are of mine?" she

asked.

Solomon ordered an attendant to bring nuts

and parched corn and distributed them to the

Queen's servants.

The men, unashamed, opened their capes and

placed the presents in the pockets of their gar-

ments, while the women, who were more modest,

spread out their handkerchiefs and wrapped the

gifts therein, thus by their modesty disclosing

their true sex to Solomon.

Well indeed did Solomon know the character-

istics of the opposite sex. As did that Talmudist,

who, when, on referring to that passage in Gen-

esis, "And from the rib, which God had taken

from the man, made He a woman," he said:
"Woman was not formed out of a man's head,

so she might not be too proud; nor out of his

eye or ear, so she be not curious to see and hear

everything; nor out of his mouth, so she might
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not be too much, given to talking; nor out of Ms
heart, so she might not be jealous; nor out of

his hand or foot, so she might not touch every-

thing nor go every where
;
but he formed her out

of his rib, which is hidden from sight, so she

might exemplify the qualities of modesty, virtue

and purity."

Where Alexander Found Wisdom
On one of his expeditions, Alexander the

Great approached a city that was entirely gov-
erned by women. As he was marching upon the

city to attack it, the gates of the city opened and
a tall stately woman of noble appearance came
forward.

"What bringest thou to our land and what de~

sirest thou?" she asked.

"I am Alexander the Great," he replied,

"Alexander the Conqueror, and I have come to

take thy city."

"Are the men all dead," she returned, "that

thou hast come to battle with women? Thou may-
est find it more difficult than thou thinkest to

vanquish us but even shouldst thou be victorious,
wouldst thou have it said that the great Alex-

ander was a conqueror of women? Then suppose
that we should be the victors, how colossal would
be thy disgrace to have it known that the mighty
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hosts of Alexander the Great had "been van-

quished by an army of women. Go from our coun-

try and conquer foes more worthy of thy valor."

Alexander was so entranced with the charm
of her bearing and impressed with the magnifi-
cence of her courage and the weight of her logic,

that he exclaimed:

"Thy charm and thy bravery have impressed
me greatly. May there be only peace and friend-

ship between us."

Ordering his army to turn back, he, before

riding away, drove up to the gates of the city and

inscribed thereon:

"I, Alexander the Great, after having con-

quered so many countries, have eome to this land,

and learned wisdom from a woman. "

Mistake Not the Shadow
" Since your God hates idolatry, why does he

not destroy the idols and thus remove the tempta-
tion to worship them?" a heathen once asked

of a learned Rabbi.

"The idolators," replied the sage, "worship
the sun, the moon and the stars. Would you ex-

pect him to destroy our beautiful world because

of the acts of the foolish?"

"Would you thus cause the innocent to suffer

in order to punish the sinners?"
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Says the Talmud further on the subject :

"Unhappy is he who mistakes the branch for

the tree, the shadow for the substance. 77

Perseverance Wins

The story is told of King Solomon, who, when
he planned the Temple, was forbidden by divine

word from using any iron in the building of it.

He was greatly puzzled to know how he was
to cut and shape the huge blocks of stone and
wood without the use of iron implements so he

summoned his wise men and lay his problems be-

fore them. They likewise were in a quandary.

Finally, one of them said :

" There is, King, only one thing that can

help you. A tiny worm, the Shamir, possesses the

property of splitting the hardest of substances. 77

"And where may I find this worm? 77 asked

King Solomon.

"That,
77

replied the sage, "is the great ques-
tion. Its hiding place has never been discovered

by mortal man but it is said that it was placed
in the custody of a fowl, who is pledged to guard
it until eternity. This fowl is said to have her
nest high on a mountain top but other than that,
I do not know.' 7

Solomon summoned Benaiah, the bravest hero
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of Ms kingdom, and bade him search ont and

bring to him this rare worm, the Shamir.

For many years did Benaiah search. Every
mountain did he climb. Every peak, even to each

nook and crevice, did he search. Many were the

dangers and hardships that he braved.

Finally, his search was rewarded.

In a secluded spot at the summit of a high

mountain, he found the object of his long search.

He hid himself nearby until the fowl left her

nest,when he stealthily crept up and placed a large

heavy glass bowl, which he had carried with him,
over it. "When the fowl returned, she was pre-
vented by the hard glass from entering her nest,

so she brought forth the Shamir from its place
of concealment to split the glass and enable her

to get to her brood in the nest.

Just then Benaiah let out a great shout, start-

ling the fowl so that she dropped the Shamir in

alarm.

Benaiah immediately seized the Shamir and

sped away to deliver his valuable acquisition to

King Solomon, who was now able to build the

Temple.

Thus did Benaiah, by his great perseverance,

accomplish, after years of effort, what his king
had bade him do.
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Says the Talmud further on the subject of

perseverance :

" Leave not incomplete a good action which

thou hast commenced. ' 9

A Convincing Messenger
An idolator once called upon a Rabbi and

asked :

"How can you believe in an invisible God,
whom you cannot see?"

The day being a bright and sunny one, the

Rabbi pointed to the brilliantly lighted sky and
said :

"Look!"
The idolator tried to face the powerful rays

of the sun, but their radiance almost blinded him
and he was compelled to admit that he could not

face them.

"If thou art unable to look upon the sun,
which is but one of G-od's messengers," asked
the wise man, "how canst thou hope to be able

to see his Master?"

Be Not Greedy
Mar Ukba was a very kind and charitable

man. In his neighborhood was a poor man whom
he wished to help but he desired to do so in such
a manner that the poor man would not know who
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his benefactor was, because it is written in the
Talmud that, "He who gives charity in secret
is greater than Moses. ??

Very early each morning, Mar Ukba would
go to the poor man's home, slide four coins under
his door, and leave stealthily before anyone
could see him.

The poor man one day said to himself, "I
will arise early and see who it is that is so kind
to me and perhaps I can induce him to give me
more. ' ?

The next day, when Mar Ukba approached
the house, the poor man opened the door.

Mar Ukba, rather than put the man to shame
by dispensing charity to Mm in public, turned
and ran and never did he approach that house

again. Hence was the poor man punished because
he was not content to accept what was given him.

Says the Talmud further on the subject of

greed :

" Crave not for the crown of kings for thy
crown may be greater than their crown. "

Each One Has His Burdens

One day a woman bent with care came to a
wise man and asked:

"Why is it that I am beset with so many
troubles and misfortunes? I try to do my duty
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as a mother and a wife. I try to live an honest

and upright life, yet why is it that I have greater
troubles than any one else?"

The wise man listened kindly and attentively

and told her when she should come again to re-

ceive his answer.

In the meantime, other men and women called

upon him and many of them asked identically the

same question. Every one thought Ms troubles

were greater than those borne by anyone else.

The wise man asked them all to come back on

a certain day and when they had assembled, he

told them to gather up all their troubles and bring

them, on a specified date, to the market place, at

which time each one could trade his or her

troubles with anyone whose troubles seemed

lighter.

But lo, when every one had brought his

troubles to the market place to trade for lesser

ones, no lesser ones could be found. Each one

saw that his troubles were small compared to

those of the others, so they all returned home
satisfied to bear their own troubles, because as

bad as they thought their plight was, there were
still many whose burdens were even greater than

their own.
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The Influence of a Good Wife

Akiba, a poor shepherd, loved Rachel, the

beautiful daughter of the wealthy Kalba Shevua,
whose flocks he tended.

Rachel, realizing the true worth and intelli-

gence of Akiba, returned his love and they were

married, despite the objections of her father,

who, whereupon, discharged the shepherd and
disowned his daughter.

Rachel constantly encouraged her husband to

study but there was so much to learn and their

means were so limited that he despaired of suc-

cess.

One day, on their journeying, they came to a

spring and noticed where a cavity of considerable

size had been formed by the constant falling of

water on the stone.

"See," she said, "the continual dripping of

small drops of water can make a cavity in the

hardest stone. The same is true of man."

"If you would learn a little every day, even-

tually all the learning of the sages will be at your
command."

Inspired by his good wife, he resolved to rise

above his lowly position and after years of pri-

vation and study, he became the renowned Rabbi

Akiba.
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Scholars thronged to hear his lectures and his

school became famous from Jerusalem to Rome.

Says the Talmud further on the subject :

"Woman, doing her duty, has greater reward

promised than man. She it is to see to her child-

ren's regular attendance at school and to look

to her husband's comforts whilst he is engaged
in study or his daily vocation.' 7

A Story With Two Morals
There was a great scarcity of food in the land,

even approaching a famine, when Martha,

daughter of Beithus, a member of one of the most
noble and wealthy families of Jerusalem, sent

her servant to the market to buy some white

flour.

Arriving there, he found that all the fine

flour, such as she was accustomed to using, had
been sold but there was some coarse flour avail-

able.

He hurried home to see if she would want him
to buy this coarse flour but by the time he had
returned to the market place with her permission
to buy it, he learned that all the coarse flour had,

likewise, in the meanwhile, been sold. However,
there was some coarse barley meal that could be

bought but not wishing to buy it without her con-

sent, he went back and asked whether he should

buy this for her.
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"Mate haste," she cried, "and buy that before

it is likewise gone and do not return without it

as we must have food."

By the time, though, that the servant arrived

at the market place, the barley meal was likewise

all sold and there was no flour or food left to be

bought at any price. So he returned empty
handed.

She then started out herself to buy food but

nothing could be found regardless of the price
she offered to pay because of the scarcity of food

in the land.

The next day and the next she went to the

market place hoping to buy food but there was
none to be found anywhere.

Suffering from intense hunger, she saw the

skin of a fig in the gutter, picked it up and ate it.

This fig being spoiled, it poisoned her and she

returned home critically ill.

Her condition became very grave and, when
she realized she was dying, she cast all her gold
and silver into the street, saying:

"Away with you! Of what good is wealth if it

will not buy food and what one needs in life? I

realize now that wealth is not everything."

One Finds What One Seeks

Desiring to make his residence in a righteous

city, a wealthy Eabbi sent investigators to dif-
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ferent cities to find one that filled that require-

ment.

To each of these he gave a generous sum of

money for expenses. The first investigator, on

going to the city assigned to him, spent most of

his expense money on amusements and, falling

in with evil companions, had the balance of his

money stolen from him.

Accordingly, he returned to his employer and

reported that the city he had visited was a very
wicked one.

Not entirely satisfied with this report, the

Rabbi sent another investigator to the same city.

This one, being a pious man, sought out a house
of worship first of all, made the acquaintance of

worthy people and was most favorably impressed
with what he found there.

Reporting back to the Rabbi, he said: "Here
is indeed a righteous city."

These two conflicting reports puzzled the

Rabbi very much and he pondered long over

them, finally deciding to go himself to visit this

city and do his own investigating.

Upon his return, he called the two men before

him and said:

"I have just come from the city which I sent

you to investigate and my conclusion is that he
who searches for wickedness will find it

T regard-
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less of where lie goes, while he who looks for the

best, whether it be in persons or in cities, will

likewise find that. In other words, *one finds just

what he seeks'/ 5

IU Gotten Gains Profit Not
There was once a man who owned a large herd

of cows and grew wealthy from the sale of the

milk therefrom because of the water he added

to this milk.

One of his prized possessions was a high hat

which he had bought from his ill gotten profits

and which he wore only on special occasions.

Walking along the banks of a river one day,

wearing this favorite hat, a swift wind suddenly
came up and blew it into the stream. Immediately
it was caught in the current and carried away.

Upon seeing this, an acquaintance, who was

passing, remarked to his companion:
"He can survive the loss, I'm sure. That hat

of his, which came from the water, now goes back

to the water from which it came."

Says the Talmud further on the subject:
" There can be no pleasure from ill gotten

gains.
"

The Punishment of the Glutton

There was a custom in Sodom that he who
Invited a guest to a wedding* banquet without
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the consent of the host, would be required to for-

feit his coat to him.

One day a beggar came to a beautiful home
where a wedding banquet was being served and
asked for food. He was refused but, undaunted,
he walked in through a side door, sat down at a

table and began to partake of the sumptions meal.

A guest, who sat next to him on his right

hand, noticing his unkempt appearance, asked

him who had invited him.

"You did," replied the beggar.

Knowing the custom prevailing in that land

and fearing that he would lose his coat, he arose

hastily and went from the house.

Before long, the guest on his left asked him
the same question and he again replied: "You
did."

Fearing that he might lose his coat, this guest
likewise left the table.

Practicing the same deception on each one
at Irs table, he finally had to himself the whole
table and all the food that was upon it.

Like the glutton that he was, he ate everything
on the table and later paid the penalty for his

gluttonous appetite by becoming very ill.

Says the Talmud further on the subject :

"A man who is a glutton or a drunkard will

suffer as a result."
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"G-luttonous eating is poisonous to the body
of man and causes many diseases. ' '

It was Solomon who so wisely said, (Proverbs
XXI :23): "Whoso keepeth Ms mouth and his

tongue keepeth his soul from troubles. 77

The Sacredness of a Promise

Many, many years ago a very wealthy man
lived in a beautiful city by the sea.

One day, when he knew he was dying, he
called his son, whom he loved more than anything
in the world, and said :

"I am about to die, my son, and all the wealth

I possess will be yours. There is plenty to keep

you in comfort the rest of your life. All I ask

of you is one thing. Swear never to leave our na-

tive land and travel upon the treacherous sea.

Only this oath do I ask of you, nothing more."

Earnestly did he promise his father never to

leave his beautiful land and go upon the sea.

Many years passed and the son carried on in

his father's footsteps, living happily in the land

of his birth, which he loved dearly and which his

father had made him swear never to leave.

One day a traveler from a far off land came

and told him of vast riches and wealth to be

found in a land beyond the seas.

Enticed by this vision of fabulous wealth, the
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son forgot the solemn promise he had made his

father and started on the sea journey. However,
his ship was wrecked and he never lived to enjoy
the wealth that the stranger had promised would

be his.

Thus was he punished for his failure to keep
the promise he had made to his father.

Says the Talmud further on the subject :

"It is our duty to fulfill the wishes of the

departed.
"

"To break a verbal agreement, though legally

not binding, is a moral wrong."
"To be faithless to a promise is sinful."

Her Choice

One day a man and his wife quarreled in

anger and, deciding that they were not properly

mated, they called upon Eabbi Simon ben Jochai

for a divorce.

After listening attentively to their story, he

said that, for the sake of appearances, it would
be best that they part in a friendly manner rather

than in anger.

Accordingly, he suggested that they return

home together, prepare a feast and invite all

their dearest friends to it
;
and then return to him

on the morrow when he would grant the divorce.

They did as the Rabbi bade them and many
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were the friends who came to join them at their

feast.

When the man saw the numerous mutual
friends all about the table and how happy they
were among all these good people, he leaned over

to his wife, who sat next to him at the head of the

table, and whispered:
"
Happily have we lived together these many

years. "We have made many friends. We have

borne each others burdens and shared each others

joys and sorrows. Even though we part now, it

will not be in anger, but rather in warmest friend-

ship. As a sign of my affection, I offer thee, as

a gift, anything which thou desirest most in the

house, no matter how great its value.' 7

The wife smiled in her loveliest manner but

said nothing.
The feast was a bountiful one and finally

most of the guests, as well as the husband, had

succumbed to its influence and fallen asleep at

the table,

The wife then had her husband removed to

her father's home.

When he awoke, he rubbed his eyes and asked :

"Where am I?"

"Rememberst thou not thy promise to me to

take that which I liked best in thy house 1*
' she

answered. "Well that is what I did. I realized
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that it was my own husband that I loved best and

desired most and it is thou that I prefer above

all else."

A Guilty Conscience

King Solomon, whose fame at chess was known
far and wide, loved to play that game with

Benaiah, the commanding officer of his army.
One day while thus occupied, he was called

away from the game for a moment and, in his

absence, Benaiah took one of the king's knights
from the board, which deception enabled him to

win the game upon the king's return.

Solomon, who had never before been beaten

at chess, surmised what Benaiah had done in his

absence, but said nothing.
Several days later while sitting at his window,

Solomon noticed two evil looking characters out-

side his castle acting very suspiciously. Disguis-

ing himself as a vagabond, Solomon left his cas-

tle through a back door and approached these

men, indicating that he would like to join with

them and intimating that he would not be above

robbery, if necessary.
The strangers, deceived by his appearance,

confided to him that they understood that there

were vast stores of jewels in the king's treasure

vault and their aim was to gain access to this

vault and steal them.
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Solomon told them that lie had the keys to

that vault and they planned to commit the rob-

bery that night. With his keys he let them into

the vault and eagerly they began filling their

bags with the jewels stored there. While they were
thus busily engaged, Solomon silently slipped
out of the room and locked the door, imprisoning
the robbers.

Replacing his regal garments, he called an
immediate meeting of his Council, including

Benaiah, and when they had assembled, he asked:

"What, in your estimation, should be done to

persons guilty of robbery, especially those who
are guilty of robbing the king?"

Benaiah, upon hearing these words, became

alarmed, interpreting them to mean that they
referred to the deception he had recently prac-
ticed in his game of chess with the king.

Feeling that it would be best to confess at

once and thus remain in the king's favor, he did

so and pleaded for his mercy.
The wise king smiled to himself but to Benaiah

he said solemnly:

"My good friend, I summoned this Council

to decide the fate of two robbers who are at this

moment in my treasure vault filling their bags,
as yet unconscious that they are prisoners/'

"If you are guilty of robbery, let this be a
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lesson to you and remember that a guilty con-

science will never allow you to enjoy anything

acquired dishonorably. Tour action in confessing
is commendable and I shall not hold this deed

of yours against you this time."

Says the Talmud further on the subject of

guilt :

"If any blame be attached to thee, be thou the

first to disclose it."

Be Not Blinded By Silver

There was once a wealthy man who was very

miserly and who was never known to give to

charity nor help the needy in any way.
One day, his Rabbi sent for him and asked if

he would not contribute to the assistance of a

certain very poor family, greatly in need of food

and medicine, but he refused.

The Rabbi then handed Trim a mirror and said :

"Look into this mirror and tell me what you
see."

The man took the mirror and looked into it.

"This is no different from any other mirror/
7

he said, "I see my face in it but nothing else."

"Now," replied the Rabbi, "Look through
that window and tell me what you see,"

He looked through the window as the Rabbi
bade him and said :
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"I see men and women going about their daily
duties. Now I see two lovers walking by, en-

grossed in each other. And there, across the way,
is a group of children playing. But why do you
ask that?"

"You have answered your own question," re-

plied the Rabbi. "When you looked through the

window, you looked at life but when you looked

into the mirror, you saw only yourself,
"A mirror is only a plain piece of glass, like

the window through which you looked, but which
is coated on the back with a layer of silver. Just

as this bit of silver on the back of the glass has

concealed your view of life and enabled you to

see only your own countenance, so has your sil-

ver, your wealth, concealed all else from your

sight and narrowed your view so you can see and
think only of yourself. This silver has shut out

from your view and thoughts all the worth while

things of life."

As the Rabbi spoke the rich man hung his

head.

"You are right, my good Rabbi," he said after

a short reflection. "I have been blinded by a bit

of silver but thanks to you, I now see the light.
' '

Drink Not to Excess

There was once a man so devoted to his wine
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that he sold everything he owned to obtain money
to buy it.

Having tried many ways without success to

cure him of this habit, his sons took him one day,

while he was asleep and under the influence of

liquor, and placed him in a burial cave, hoping to

frighten him out of this vile habit when he awak-

ened.

The next day they went to the cave, hoping to

find a sobered and wiser man, but to their sur-

prise, they discovered their father, drinking wine

from a large wine flask with many empty wine

bottles scattered about him on the floor of the

cave.

Further examination of the cave disclosed a

large stock of liquor stored there by smugglers,
who felt that a burial cave would be the safest

place to hide their booty and it became clear to

the sons that their father, upon awakening, and

exploring his place of confinement, had happened
upon this store of wines with the aforesaid re-

sults.

Of course, they were much disappointed that

their plan had not worked so they took him home,
convinced that such habits are rarely cured.

Says the Talmud further on the subject :

"Wine in moderation is desirable, but drunk
to excess, it destroys body and soul."
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"Wine cheers the heart of man, but only for

a little while/'

"Whoever can remain clear minded when

drinking, possesses the qualities of seventy

sages.
' '

"When the wine goes in, the secret comes
out.'

7

"Leave the intoxicant alone. He will fall by
himself."

Be Not Boastful

King Solomon was one day sitting at his win-

dow watching two small birds on the branch of a

near-by tree.

The male bird was bragging of his strength
to his mate.

"If I desired," he boasted, "I could not only
crush Solomon but destroy his palace with one

stroke of my wing."
The wife gazed upon her mate with admiration

and encouraged him to do so to prove his strength.
'

Solomon, who, in his great wisdom, under-

stood all tongues, was much displeased upon hear-

ing this.

Summoning the braggart bird before him, he

asked the meaning of his boastful statements.

With fear and trembling the bird begged for

mercy and said he had only been trying to please
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bis mate and raise himself in her estimation.

The king, having a sense of humor, smiled

and, with a warning not to be so vain and boastful

in the future, sent him back to his spouse.
"What did the king desire of thee," she eager-

ly asked upon his return.

Throwing out his chest, he replied in his

grandest manner:

"King Solomon heard my words and earnest-

ly begged me not to destroy his palace."

Upon hearing this, and seeing that his ad-

vice had been entirely disregarded, Solomon be-

came very angry and ordered both birds killed

as a warning to others to abstain from conceited

boasting and as a lesson to women not to encour-

age others to attempt foolhardy acts to raise

themselves in their esteem.

Get Thee a Wise Teacher

In ancient times the people of Negeb, in the

southern part of Palestine, were known for their

wisdom. To test out this reputation of theirs,

Alexander, the king of Macedonia, once called

before him a number of the wise men of that land

and put to them the following questions:
"Tell me, wise men, is it further from the

east to the west or from the earth to the sky?"
"Your majesty/' they replied, "one may look
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at the sun when it stands in the east or in the

west but when it stands immediately overhead

in the sky at mid-day, it is so bright and glaring
that it is impossible to look upon it with the naked

eye. Hence, it must be nearer when it is overhead

and thus it is evident that it is a greater distance

between the east and west, than it is from the

earth to the sky/
7

"Tell me now," went on Alexander.

""Who is a wise man?' 7

"He who looks into the future," they replied,

"Who is a hero! 77 he next inquired.

"He who conquers his desires,
77

they re-

turned.

"And now tell me, who is to be considered 21

rich man? 7 '

"He is rich,
7 '

they answered, "who is con-

tented with his lot.
77

"Tour answers have indeed been wise and,

as a reward, I shall make you my advisors and

clad you in purple robes. 77

Says the Talmud further on the subject :

"Get thee a wise teacher. 77

"No one can be called poor, except one who
is poor in knowledge.

77

"It is more meritorious to associate with

learned men than to give one 7
s self entirely up to

study,
77
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"Let thy house be a house of assembly for the

wise and drink their words in thirstiness.
"

"Be not afraid to say, 'I do not know'/'

Judge Not By Appearances
"Wisdom's bell in an ugly shell!" exclaimed

a Roman princess, upon seeing Rabbi Joshua ben

Chananiah, a hunchback, passing along the road.

The Rabbi stopped.

"May I ask," he inquired of her, "in what
kind of containers thy father keeps his choicest

wines?"

"My father stores his wines in earthen jars,"
she replied.

"Why should not one so wealthy keep his

wine in golden jars?" the Rabbi then asked.

The princess, thinking this an excellent idea,

had her slaves pour the wine out of the earthen

containers into golden ones but it was not long
before the wine became sour and not fit for drink-

ing.

Sending for the Rabbi, she upbraided him for

the bad advice which she claimed he had given
her.

"I did not advise thee," he returned. "I mere-

ly asked why thy father did not keep his finest

wines in golden vessels. I hope that thou art now
convinced that plain containers are best suited
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for storing fine wine. The same is true of wis-
dom. Remember this the nest time thon art

tempted to say 'Wisdom's bell in an ugly shell*

and judge not a man by his outward appear-
ance. ' '

Says the Talmud further on the subject:"
Despise not the deformed. Add not insult to

misfortune by flaunting their deformity which is

no fault of their own."
"Look not upon the pitcher, but upon what it

contains."

Deceive Not
The people of Kebab, which was located not

far from Jerusalem, incurred the displeasure of

King Solomon because of their duplicity in the

payment of taxes. At that time anyone owning
thirty oxen and forty sheep or goats were re-

quired to pay a certain tax to the king. However,
to evade same, they divided their flocks among
the different members of their families and their

servants so that it appeared that no one owned
more than thirty-nine sheep or goats and twenty-
nine oxen.

This went on for a number of years until

Solomon discovered the deception and was very
much provoked. Bather than punish them, though,
he determined to send a holy man to their city,
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thinking perhaps he could induce them to repent
and mend their ways.

However, they ridiculed and derided him, even

resorting to violence, and drove him away.
This incensed Solomon so that he determined

to punish them. He ordered a pack of wolves to

be released about the village and so many of the

flocks of these wicked people were destroyed that

they finally came to him and pleaded for his as-

sistance in ridding their land of these ferocious

wolves, promising that they would never again
deceive the king in the matter of taxes.

Says the Talmud further on the subject :

"It is sinful to deceive the government re-

garding taxes and duties. "
* ' The law of the country is as sacred and bind-

ing as God's law."

"Do not isolate thyself from the community
and its interests."

The Lion and the Crane
Rabbi Joshua tells this story.

A lion once, while devouring Ms prey, got a

sharp bone lodged in his throat which caused him
much pain.

Being unable to remove it, he offered a large
reward to any animal that could relieve him of

this agony but no animal was willing to under-

take it.
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Finally, a crane came forward and offered to
see what he could do, which offer the lion grate-
fully accepted and promised him a rich reward
if he succeeded.

Inserting his long bill into the lion's throat,
he got a firm hold upon the troublesome bone
and before long had it out.

Upon demanding the rich reward that had
been promised, the lion replied :

"Get thee away from me! Is it not reward
enough that I permitted thee to put thy head
into my mouth without devouring it!"

Says the Talmud further on the subject :

"Ingratitude is worse than theft."

Destroy the Sin

Rabbi Meier was much harassed and disturbed
in his studies by some very disagreeable neigh-
bors who derived great pleasure from annoying
and troubling him.

Irritated beyond endurance, he prayed that

they might be destroyed from the face of the
earth.

It happened that Eabbi Meier had a very wise
and kind wife who heard this prayer and she
said :

"Were I in your place, I would not pray for

their destruction but rather for their repentence.
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I would pray that sin be destroyed but not the

sinners. Did not King David say, 'Let sin be con-

sumed out of the earth and the wicked will be

no more*?"

Be Punctual

A Rabbi once sent for a young man of his

congregation and asked that he call upon him at

a certain time, specifying the hour of the day at

which it would be convenient to see Mm. The

young man, to be sure to be on time, came several

hours early, only to find the Eabbi very busy at

other duties and unable to see him until the hour
stated.

When the time permitted him to see the young
man, he said:

"Before we get down to the matter that oc-

casioned my calling you, let me give you a bit

of advice that you will find very valuable as you
go through life and that is this : If a time is set

for a thing to be done, do so at the time set and
not earlier nor later than the time set for it.

Punctuality is a virtue but it means keeping the

exact time of an engagement, not arriving much
too early nor too late."

There is a wealth of wisdom in these words of

the EabbL A business or professional man who
makes a definite appointment usually plans his
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work so that the time specified is the time best

suited to his convenience and to arrive either

earlier or later may interfere seriously with these

plans. So in the words of the Rabbi I again re-

peat : "If a time is set for a thing to be done, do

so at the time set and not earlier nor later than

the time set for it."

Sound Business Advice

A young man inherited a considerable amount
of wealth and, desiring to know the best way to

invest it, he went to a Eabbi for his advice.

"If you would be wise/' said the Rabbi, "you
will invest a third of it in immovable property, a
third in business and the balance to have cash

at call."

"Try always to have payment for your goods
when they are delivered to you."

"Be content with a small profit on articles

which you can easily obtain and dispose of, rather

than large profits on articles which must be

brought from a distance."

"If you plan to undertake anything in con-

junction with another, always do so with one who
is known to be a successful man."

"And always remember," the Rabbi went on,

"You cannot expect success if your business or

occupation is inimical to your neighbor."
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"Remember and Keep"
Late one Friday afternoon, Rabbi Shimon ben

Yochai and Ms son, Rabbi Elazer, were walking
down the street when they saw an old man hurry-

ing by, carrying two bunches of myrtle, one in

either hand.

"Why do you carry these 1" they inquired.
"I carry them to smell in honor of the Sab-

bath/
7 he replied.

"But why two bunches?" they asked. "Would
one bunch not be enough?"

"No," replied the pious old man, "one is to

remind me to 'Remember the Sabbath' and the

other is to remind me to 'Keep the Sabbath*."

Says the Talmud further on the subject:

"It is not enough that man * remember' the

Sabbath but he must 'keep' it as well."

"A Ready Retort"

An Athenian once went into an eating house
in Jerusalem and ordered the boy, who offered

to serve him, to bring some eggs and cheese.

After the boy had done so, the stranger said :

"I shall give you this coin if you will tell me
which of these cheeses is from the milk of white

goats and which from black goats.
' '

i ' That I shall be glad to do, sir,
' ? returned the
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witty lad, "if you will tell me which of these eggs
came from a black hen and which from a white
one/'

Says the Talmud further:
" Those who creep through bushes must expect

to meet with briers."

The Stag and the Flock

A wild stag, one day, seeing a flock of sheep

peaceably grazing near a forest, came out of his

retreat there and joined with them.

Observing that they did not object to his

presence, he remained with them and when the

shepherd herded them to their shelter for the

night, he came right along as though he were a

part of the flock.

Seeming to like his newly acquired compan-
ions, he became not only one of them but was the

best behaved and most obedient among them.

It was not long before the shepherd noticed

this stranger. In fact, he took a particular liking
to him and saw to it that the stag did not lack

for plenty to eat, drink and special attention and
care.

This being observed by the shepherd of an-

other flock, he asked:
4

'Why do you bestow greater affection upon
this stranger than upon any of your own flock?"
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'Many weary hours have I tolled," he re-

plied, "in raising my sheep. Every morning must
I lead them out to graze. During the day I must
look after them lest they stray away and become
lost and then, as night approaches-^ I -must bring
them in and see that they are safely put away
for the night. Many times have they provoked
me and caused me extra labor by breaking away
from the fold and doing other annoying things.

This stag, though, of his own accord, joined

my flock and cast his lot with my sheep and has

always behaved himself even better than the rest

of them. For that reason I feel it my duty to show
him special favor and consideration. 9 '

This beautiful little parable is often told to il-

lustrate the friendly attitude encouraged by the

wise Eabbis of old toward the proselyte and to

show that an outsider who joins with us from
choice should be welcomed and given even more
consideration than those of our own number.

"Answer a Fool According to His Folly"

A stranger, wishing to play a joke upon an

elderly tailor in Jerusalem, brought to him a

broken iron mortar and asked that he sew it.

The tailor asked him to wait a moment and
he went to the back of his shop. Eeturning with
a small package, he handed it to the stranger.
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"If you will spin thread for me out of that

which is in this package,
" he said, with a twinkle

in his eye, "I shall be glad to sew the mortar for

you.
' '

The stranger opened the package and found
therein a handful of sand.

Says the Talmud:
"Answer a fool according to his folly."

An Exception to the Rule

"If your host offers you food, eat," says the

Talmud, "but if you are offered wine, do not

drink at once. Let a little time pass ere you drink.

Nor should one drain his glass in one gulp. He
should drink it in two or three sips, but not more
than three or he will be considered as putting
on airs."

One day Kabbi Eliezer, who was a man of

enormous stature, upon visiting his friend, Rabbi

Simeon, was offered a cup of wine by the latter.

Eliezer accepted it and drank the whole of it at

one draught.

"My good friend," remarked Simeon joking-

ly, "dost thou not remember what the sages say
about the drinking of wine?"

"Yes, well do I remember that we are admon-

ished not to dispose of a cup of wine at one

draught but," he retorted in return, "there is
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no rule but what has an exception. In this case

my dear friend, Simeon, there are three such

exceptions. Your cup is so small9 the receiver so

large and your wine so delicious!'
3

A Taste of His Own Medicine

An Athenian, on a visit to Jerusalem, met a

child playing on the street and thinking to have

a little fun with him, handed him a small coin,

saying:
"Take this and buy something for me to eat

so that I may eat now and have enough left over

to last me the balance of my journey.
"

The child took the small coin and went on his

errand. He was gone so long that the Athenian

began to suspicion that he would not return and
the joke would indeed be upon him instead of

upon the child, as had been his original plan.

Finally, however, the child returned and
handed him a large package. Opening it, the

Athenian found it full of salt.

"What is this?" he exclaimed, "I did not send

you to buy salt for me."
"Did you not say for me to buy something for

you to eat so you might have enough for now and
also for the balance of your journey?" returned

the child.

"You will find enough salt in the package so
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that you may eat as much of it now as you wish
and still have plenty left for the rest of your
journey.

' ?

Promote Peace
A certain woman was a great admirer of

Rabbi Meir, who was celebrated for his wisdom
and eloquence.

One day, his discourse being longer than usual,
she arrived home later than her husband, who
was greatly displeased that his wife was not at

hand to greet him upon his return and to serve

his food.

"And where have you been until this late

hour?" he demanded.
"I have just returned from a most instructive

and inspiring lecture by our Rabbi," she replied.
* i Since he pleased you so much,

' 9 answered the

husband, "I insist that you go back to him and

spit in his face as a reward for the pleasure his

lecture afforded you, and do not come back to

this house until you have done so."

She pleaded with him but the brute would not

permit her to enter the house until she had com-

plied with his demand.

A friendly neighbor offered her a bed for the

night and the next morning she endeavored again
to return to her home, but her husband stubborn-

ly held to his original stand.
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In some way Eabbi Melr heard of the unfor-

tunate situation and sent for the woman. When
she was ushered into his presence, he pretended
to have a pain in his eye and asked her if she

knew of anything that would relieve it.

She replied in the negative.
"I have heard/' said the good man, "that a

pain in the eye may be eased if a virtuous woman
spits seven times into it. "Will you oblige me by
doing so for me? "

She hesitated but he insisted that she do as he

requested.
After she had complied, he said:

"My fine woman, go now to your husband
and tell him that you have spit in Eabbi Meir's

face, not once, as he demanded, but seven times."

After she had gone, some of the Eabbi ?
s pu-

pils expostulated with him on the wisdom of per-

mitting the indignity they had just witnessed.

"My pupils," he answered, with a gentle

smile, "I would not regard that as an indignity.
With the exception of vice and wickedness, no
act is disgraceful that promotes the peace and

happiness of mankind."

Give Not to Host's Child
It happened in a year of famine that three

guests called upon a poor man who had in his

cupboard only three eggs.
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Rather than appear inhospitable, he served

them this last bit of food in the house.

As the guests seated themselves at the table,

the young son of the host came into the room and
stood before them, watching them as they pre-

pared to enjoy the food, which had been placed
before them.

The first guest, noticing him, gave him his

share.

The second guest, desiring to appear equally

generous, did likewise, as did also the third.

There the child stood with one whole egg
stuffed in his mouth and one in either hand when
the host entered the room again.

Seeing what had happened, he became very

angry and struck the child, who fell, and hitting
his head against a sharp stone, died.

The mother, hearing of this, died of the shock

and the father, overcome with grief over the dou-

ble tragedy, took his own life.

Thus did three persons lose their lives be-

cause these guests had not observed that law of

the Talmud which is as follows:

"A guest should not give anything from what
is set before him to the son or daughter, servant

or messenger of his host without the permission
of the host."
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"One should not give anything to a child

without the consent of the parent,"

The Woodcutter's Reward

Isaac was a very poor but pious woodcutter

who earned his livelihood by selling the wood he

chopped.
He was very happy in his work as it enabled

him to keep in comfort his loving wife and five

children.

However, his wife became ill and the special

foods and medicines she required were almost

more than his modest income would permit him
to buy for her.

By working diligently at his trade long hours

each day and even doing odd jobs of honest labor

in the nearby city, when he took his wood there

to sell it, he was able to get along.

Nevertheless, he would never work but six

days a week, as he insisted upon observing the

Sabbath very faithfully and resting upon that

day.
There was a custom in this country of cele-

brating special events with a great bonfire in the

market place and it happened that the daughter
of the chief judge was to be married on the next

Saturday.
An immense fire was planned as a climax to
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the celebration and double prices were offered to

all the woodcutters of the surrounding country
as an incentive for them to bring in all the wood

possible during that week.

When Isaac heard of this, he was overjoyed
because it would enable him to earn enough to

buy not only the necessities for his invalid wife

but also possibly a new dress that would make
her happy and some small gifts for the children.

Never did he work harder. Day and night he

chopped wood and stored it in his shed so he

could bring an immense load to the big celebra-

tion.

When Friday came, he planned to cut wood as

long as he possibly could and stop only in time

to haul his load to the city and return before

the Sabbath eve. (The Jewish Sabbath begins
when three stars first become visible Friday
evening.)

As he worked, he visualized the delicacies and

presents he would be able to buy for his wife and
children and he was very happy. In fact, he was
so engrossed in such thoughts and in his wood

chopping that he completely forgot to note the

swift passing of the time. Before he knew it, the

sun had set and, looking up suddenly, he noticed

a star beginning to glimmer in the sky. His heart

sank. He realized that it would be impossible for
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him to deliver the wood which he had worked
so hard to accumulate unless he violated the Sab-

bath but, as much as he needed the money, he

positively refused to do so. Storing the day's cut

of wood, in his shed, he sat down on a bench

outside his door dreading to go in and break the

news to Ms wife. He was indeed sad and miser-

able but he still held to his resolution not to vio-

late the Sabbath by working and delivering this

wood even at this great sacrifice.

All at once, he felt a drop of rain fall upon
his hand. Then another and another until it poured
in torrents.

The rain continued all through the night and

all day Saturday.
The judge's daughter refused to be married

Saturday in the rain and the wedding was post-

poned until the following day.

After piously observing the Sabbath, Isaac

hauled Ms immense load of wood to the city and
since all the other wood which had been piled
in the market place ready for the bonfire had
been soaked, the cMef judge himself met and re-

ceived him and offered Mm an enormous price
for Ms wood as there was no other dry wood to

be obtained in the country thereabout.

Isaac had never had so much money in his

life before and they even urged him to stay for the
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feast and celebration but he told them that his
wife was sick and he had to hurry back to her.

With his arms loaded with delicacies and pres-
ents he hastened home and never was there a
more joyous family party than that celebrated

by this pious woodcutter and his happy family.
"He who lends to the Sabbath/' says the Tal-

mud,
"
incurring additional expense in so doing,

the Sabbath will repay."

Rabbi Akiba's Return
To his faithful wife, Rachel, Rabbi Akiba

gives credit for whatever fame he ever attained.
It was she who encouraged him, while still a

poor, uneducated .shepherd, to go away to study.
After twelve years of diligent pursuance of

his studies under Rabbi Eliezer and Rabbi Ye-
hoshua, he returned to his wife accompanied by
twelve thousand disciples.

Intending to surprise her he did not notify
her of his arrival, hence, she was ignorant of his

home-coming.

Approaching hia home, he heard voices in ani-

mated conversation and upon listening, before

opening the door, he heard a neighbor woman
upbraiding his wife for haying permitted him to

leave her virtually a widow for twelve years
upon the pretense of going to college.
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He hesitated before opening the door because

he wished to hear what his wife would say in re-

ply to this. Imagine his pleasure and pride in his

self-sacrificing wife, when he heard her say:
"If my husband were here and could hear me,

I should permit, yea, urge him to stay another

twelve years if it would benefit him."

Hearing this, Akiba left Jerusalem, without

even greeting her or advising her of his presence
and continued his studies for twelve years more.

When he returned this time, he brought with him
twice twelve thousand disciples and all Jerusalem

welcomed him back.

The wealthy Kalba Shevua, his wife's father,
who had disowned her when she married him
because of his lowly station as a shepherd, re-

pented of his hasty temper, and was among the

foremost to greet this now celebrated scholar and
welcome him and the faithful Eachel back under
his roof.

Labor's Reward
"What do I profit by studying," asked an in-

dolent student of Eabbi Levi. "when I must ever

continue to study or else forget what I have
learned?"

"You will be rewarded for the will you dis-

play," answered the wise Rabbi, "even though
you do forget."
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He then illustrated Ms point with the follow-

ing parable:
"A man once employed two workmen to fill

a basket with water.

Of course, the water would run out as soon as

it was poured in so one of the workmen said:

'Why should I continue this useless labor?

As quickly as I put the water in one side, it leaks

out of the other. What profit is it?
?

His fellow workman, who was a bit wiser re-

plied :

'We have the profit of the reward which we
receive for our labor, do we notf Why should we

complain?'
"

The Wise Slave

Two slaves were one day walking along behind

their master when one slave remarked to the

other :

" There is a camel traveling ahead of us. This

camel is blind in the left eye and carries two skin

bottles, one on the left side, containing wine and

the other on the right side, containing oil."

The master, believing this to be mere imagina-
tion on the part of the slave, upbraided him for

such foolish talk.

"My master,
" he replied, "the grass is eaten

only on the right side of the path which would

indicate that the camel is blind in the left eye.
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The wine dripping from one bottle lias soaked

into the ground on the left and the drops of oil

on the right side of the road show where the oil

has trickled down from the bottle on that side."

"Come, let us hasten and meet up with them,"
answered the master, "and if this be but idle talk,

you shall be punished."

By quickening their speed, they caught up
with the party ahead and found the slave's pre-
diction correct.

There was the camel, blind in the left eye,

the two bottles made of skins, containing oil and

wine, just as the slave had stated.

"Thou art too shrewd to be a slave," said the

master, "Thou mayest have thy freedom and

mayest thou live long and prosper through thy
shrewdness."

Says the Talmud further:

"Honor the wise."

"Learning is wealth to the poor, and an orna-

ment to the rich."

"Counsel and wisdom achieve greater ex-

ploits than force."

"Unlettered men are not always the most ig-

norant, nor learned men always wise."

Seek Peace
Rabbi Akiba and his disciples used to sit and

study under a certain fig tree,
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Noticing that there were never any ripe figs
on the tree, the Rabbi suggested that they change
their place of study so the owner of the tree would
not suspect them of picking his fruit.

Accordingly they did so.

Now it happened that the owner of the tree

was accustomed to come and listen to the wise

Rabbi and his pupils whenever his work would

permit him and when he found that they had

moved, he was very much disappointed.

Searching them out, he asked: "Why did you
leave ? You know you were always welcome. Much
have I learned from listening to your lectures and
discussions."

"We feared that you would suspect us of

plucking your figs," said Eabbi Akiba, "and
rather than have you do so, we decided to go to

another place."
"Fear not," answered the owner, "It is I who

have been picking the figs. When the sun shines

upon the ripe figs, they become wormy so each

morning I rise early and pick them before the

sun has an opportunity to spoil them. If you will

return to the shade of my fig tree, I shall reward

your honesty and love of peace by serving you
the figs which I pick tomorrow,"

Says the Talmud further :

"Those who seek peace shall be rewarded."
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"Avoid unnecessary quarrels and law-suits,

and give no one cause for offense."

Perseverance

"The study of the law," said Rabbi Chonan,
of Zepora, "can be compared to a great pile of

dirt that is to be cleared away.

Says the simple man:
'It is foolish to think that I can remove this

huge heap. Why even attempt it?'

But the wise one says: 'I will remove a lit-

tle today, a little tomorrow, and continue each

day, and eventually I will have removed it all/

So it is with the study of the law. He who
studies a few chapters a day, and every day, will

eventually master it. Jnist as Eabbi Joehanan
illustrates this point with an apple hanging from
the ceiling out of reach of the foolish man, who
says: *I cannot reach it because it is too high/
but the wise man by placing one object upon an-

other is able to stand thereon and reach the

apple."

A Truthful Man
The Laodiceans once sent an agent to Jerus-

alem to buy as much oil as he could because of the

scarcity of oil in their country.

Being directed to the oil merchant, he stated
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his mission and the merchant invited him to his

home. After they had eaten, he measured out oil

to the value of 100 myriads, which is all the

money the agent had brought with Mm, as he

thought that would be all the oil available.

The merchant then asked if he would like to

buy more oil.

"Most certainly," replied the agent, "but I

brought no more money with me."
"You need not worry about that," said the

oil merchant. "I can sell you eighteen myriads'
worth more and will go with you to your land for

my money."
The oil made an enormous load and they found

it necessary to hire every ass, horse and camel in

Jerusalem to carry it.

As the caravan neared the land of the Laodi-

ceans a great delegation came out to meet and

greet their agent and thank him for the service

he had done them as their supply of oil was en-

tirely exhausted.

"Your praise is due this man, to whom I owe

eighteen myriads, not me. He it is, by his industry
and ability, who has made it possible for us to

have this oil which we so sorely need. Praise

him."

The above illustrates, according to the sages,

that passage from Proverbs XIII :7: "There is
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that pretendeth himself (to appear to be) rich,

yet hath nothing; there is that pretendeth himself

poor, yet hath great riches."

The Wolf and the Fox
A wolf, who was very hungry, was once in-

duced by a fox to enter a dwelling in search of

food as the inmates were preparing the Sabbath
meal.

Hardly had lie entered, before all the members
of the household grabbed different weapons and

cudgels and attacked him, compelling him to flee

from the house to save his life.

This angered the wolf very much and he
searched out the fox, intending to get revenge for

this trick.

However, the fox placated him, saying: "This
would not have happened had not thy father on
a previous occasion violated their confidence and
devoured the finest food which they had prepared
for their meal when they set it aside to cool."

"In other words then," returned the wolf,
"because the fathers have eaten of sour grapes,
the children's teeth shall be set on edge."

Says the Talmud further :

"What is intended for thy neighbor will never
be thine."

"Thy neighbor's property must be as sacred
to thee as thine own."
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Worry Not About Tomorrow

Kabbi Eleazer ben Azariah, wkile yet a very

young man, was chosen to succeed the deposed
Rabbon Gainliel as president of the academy.

When notified of this great honor, he went to

his wife and discussed with her whether he should

accept the appointment.

"Suppose they should also depose thee?" she

asked.

""Why worry about tomorrow?" he replied.

"Use the precious vase while thon hast it. To-

morrow it may be broken."

Says the Talmud further:

"Burden not thyself with the care of tomor-

row for thou knowest not what today may bring
forth."

"Apprehension of evil is often worse than the

evil itself."

Washing the Hands

Rabbi Akiba, because his religious beliefs and

teachings were not in accord with those of the

Roman authorities, was thrust into prison.

One day when Yehoshua Hagarsi, his attend-

ant, was bringing him a vessel of water, the jailer

intercepted him and, objecting to the amount of

water, poured out half of it.
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The old Rabbi was faint with thirst and could

hardly wait until Yehoshua returned.

"Why did you tarry so long," he asked, "know

you not that my very life depends upon this

water?"

"When Yehoshua told him what had happened
and showed him the small amount of water re-

maining, AMba ordered him to pour it over his

hands.

"But Rabbi," he remonstrated, "If you use

this little water to wash your hands, there will

be none left with which to quench your thirst."

"Those who neglect to wash their hands," re-

plied the Rabbi, "are deemed worthy of death.

It is better that I die of thirst by my own act

rather than partake of drink or food without

first washing my hands."

The Tahnud contains much about the impor-
tance of washing the hands. For instance, one

is forbidden to eat without first washing his

hands.

"If upon a journey without water, one knows
that water may be obtained four miles ahead or

one mile back, he must travel four miles ahead
or return one mile back so he may wash his hands
before eating."

"It were better to cut the hands off than to

touch the eye, or the nose, or the mouth, or the
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ear, etc., with them without having first washed
them. Unwashed hands may cause blindness,

deafness, foulness of breath, or a polypus/'

"A Good Heart"

"Go forth," said Rabbi Jochanan ben Zakkai

to Ms five disciples, "and find out for me what
is man's greatest possession."

Rabbi Eliezer went forth and returning to his

teacher, said: "A generous eye is man's greatest

possession."
Rabbi Joshua said: "A loyal friend."

Rabbi Jose said: "A good neighbor."
Rabbi Simeon said: "Prudence and fore-

sight"
Rabbi Elazar said: "A good heart."

Then said the master, Rabbi Jochanan:

"I agree with Rabbi Elazar who says a good
heart is man's best possession, because in his an-

swer all of yours are included."

The Oldest Fable

The trees, desiring to find a king to rule over

them, came to the olive tree and said :

"Reign thou over us."

But the olive tree replied:

"Should I leave my fatness, seeing that by
me they honor God and man, and go to hold sway
over the trees?"
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The trees then went to the fig tree and said :

"Come thou and reign over us."

But the fig tree answered:

"Why should I leave my sweetness and my
good fruit and go to hold sway over the trees?"

Xext they came to the vine and said:

"Come thou and reign over us.
71

And the vine said :

"Why should I leave my wine, which cheered

God and man, and go to hold sway over the

trees?"

Then said all the trees unto the bramble:
"Come thou and reign over us."

And the bramble said unto the trees :

"If in truth ye anoint me king over you, then

come and take refuge in my shade. ? '

(The above parable which is found in Judges
IX :7 to 21 is the earliest fable of which we have
definite record.)

Satan in the Vineyard
An interesting story is told regarding the ef-

fect of wine upon a human being.
When Noah was one day hard at work plow-

ing up the fallow ground to plant a vineyard,
Satan came near and asked him what he was

doing.

Upon being told, Satan offered to help him
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and said he knew a way to make the grapes grow
In much greater abundance.

Noah, of course, was glad to accept his offer

of assistance and Satan went forth returning with

the blood of, a lamb, the blood of a monkey, the

blood of a lion and the blood of a pig, which he

sprinkled upon the ground to fertilize it.

When his work was done, he said:
' i Those who taste of the juice of the grape in

moderation will become meek and gentle as a

lamb. Those who partake more generously will

become bold as a lion. Those who drink even

more freely will become frolicsome and lively as

a monkey but those who partake to excess will

become beastly as a pig."

Says the Talmud further :

"Wine is a turn-coat; first a friend; and last

an enemy."
"Drunkenness is an egg from which all vices

are hatched."

A Daily Reminder

"Why was manna meted out to the Israelites

in daily portions while they were in the wilder-

ness," asked the pupils of Rabbi Simon ben

Jochai, "instead of giving them enough to last

them a year at a time?"

"A little parable," replied the Rabbi, "will

answer your question."
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"A king once had a son to whom he gave a

certain yearly allowance. On the day the allow-

ance was due, the son called upon his father and
this was the only time during the year that he
saw his son.

Finally, the king decided to divide the yearly
allowance into daily portions and in order to ob-

tain it, the son was required to call daily upon
the king. Hence, he did not any longer have to

wait for a year to pass each time hefore he saw
Ms son.

It was the same way with Israel. As each one

went forth to gather the manna, it was a constant

daily reminder of the kindness and goodness of

the Great Master and Sustainer of life."

Vice Consumes What Lie Earns

Just before the great flood when all beasts

came into the ark, the Lie came to Noah and

begged to be admitted.

"Only pairs may enter," said Noah and he
denied him admittance.

Going in search of a mate, the Lie finally met
Vice and invited it to come as her companion.

"I will come," replied Vice, "only if you
promise to give me all your earnings."

The Lie agreed to this and they came to Noah
and were admitted.
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After tlie flood, when they left the ark, the

Lie regretted the agreement she had made; but
Vice would not release her and from this comes
the saying, "What Lie earns, Vice consumes."

Avoid Excesses
A ship was once becalmed near a very fruitful

appearing island. Viewed from the ship, the

fruit, flowers and cooling shade of the island ap-

peared so enticing that they tempted many of the

passengers to go ashore.

There was one conservative group, though,
who did not care to leave the ship because they
were intent upon reaching their destination and
did not wish to risk being left behind should wind

enough to fill the sails come up and send the ship
on its way.
A second group of passengers did go ashore

for a short time, enjoyed the beauties of the is-

land, rested in the luxuriant shade of the trees

and returned to the ship much happier and in-

vigorated for having taken this little diversion.

A third group tarried so long on the island

that they had to rush back in such haste that they

barely reached the ship just as the anchor was

being lifted and in the scramble and confusion

of their arrival, several of them lost their places.

Accordingly, for those, the rest of the voyage was
much less comfortable.
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Even at that, though, they were wiser than the

fourth group who went ashore and who partook
so liberally of the pleasures afforded by the is-

land that even when they heard the warning bell,

they did not heed it, feeling that surely the ship
would not sail away without them.

However, they were mistaken and when they
saw the ship begin to move, they rushed in haste

and swam as fast as they could to catch up with

it. Out of breath and exhausted they reached it

but the scratches and bruises they suffered in

climbing over the side of the ship caused them
much pain the balance of their journey.

The fifth group traveled far into the interior

of the island and partook so gluttonously of the

pleasures thereof that they did not even hear the

warning bell nor see the ship sail off.

By their carelessness and lack of foresight

they were left behind and eventually became the

prey of wild animals on the island.

The sages compared the ship to our "good
deeds " with the island representing "worldly

pleasures," which the first group, strict, severe

and ultra conservative, refused even to taste.

The second group enjoyed them in moderation

and as a result were much happier.

While it is true the third and fourth group
returned to the ship, they partook so excessively
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of the pleasures of the island that they suffered

the rest of their lives as a result.

And the fifth, which can be compared to those

who spend their life searching only for pleasures,

forgetting the future, perish of the poison con-

cealed in the sweets that attracted them.

Says the Talmud further:

"Let pleasure be ever so innocent, the excess

is always criminal."

The Reward of Industry
"There was once a wealthy man," relates

Rabbi Z'era, "who owned a large vineyard and
hired many workmen to labor therein.

One afternoon a young man, a stranger, came
to him and begged for employment, as he was in

great need.

The young man appeared able, earnest and
sincere and the owner of the vineyard employed
him.

Without delay, he set to work industriously

at the task assigned him and when evening came,
he had accomplished as much as any of the others

who had worked the entire day.
That evening, when the owner paid off his

laborers, he paid the young man a full day's

wages. When the other workmen heard of this,

they began to murmur, complaining that he had

worked only a few hours but had received the
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same amount as they, who had labored the whole

day.
'It is true,

7

replied the owner of the vineyard,
'he worked only a few hours hut by his diligence

and industry he accomplished as much in those

few hours as any one of you who worked the

whole day and accordingly is entitled to equal
reward.' "

Consider Those Who Follow

On his travels, Choni, the Maagol, once saw an

old man planting a carob tree.

"Dost thou know when this tree thou art

planting will bear fruit?" he asked.

"Seventy years it will be before it bears

fruit," the old man replied.

"Dost thou expect to live seventy years yet
to partake of the fruit of thy labors?" he then

inquired.
The old man, leaning upon his spade, looked

up at him and said: "When I entered this world
I did not find it desolate. Just as my ancestors

planted for my benefit so do I plant for those

who are to follow me."

Says the Talmud further :

"The future gains from present pains."

Today
It will be recalled that Moses promised the
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people of Israel that they would be delivered out

of Egypt with great substance.

"Let us go now," they replied, "and we shall

be glad to go empty handed/'
To which the sages compare the case of the

servant who was locked up in prison.
"I have orders to release you tomorrow/'

said the jailer to him, "and give you this money,"
"Rather let me go today," replied the pris-

oner, "and give me nothing.
"

Says the Talmud further on the subject :

"One peppercorn today is better than a bas-

ketful of pumpkins tomorrow/'
"One bird tied is better than a hundred fly-

ing."

The Value of Cheerfulness

An Aris, a tenant farmer, being in need of

funds to tide him over until Ms crop was har-

vested and sold, decided to ask the owner of the

farm for a loan.

Accordingly, he bathed, combed his hair neat-

ly, dressed himself in his best clothing and, in

his pleasantest manner, called upon him.

His neat appearance and gentlemanly manner

appealed to the owner, who greeted him cordially :

"How farest thou?" he asked.

"I fare well indeed," replied the Aris cheer-

fully.
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"And my land, how fares it?" lie asked.

"The crop will be bounteous this year," he

replied in his pleasantest manner.

In the same cheerful, optimistic tone he an-

swered all of his questions and at the proper
time he broached the subject of a loan until the

crop was harvested, naming the sum of 10 de-

narii.

"Certainly," promptly offered the land

owner. "Thou mayest have even 20 denarii, if

thou needest it."

However, the same land owner also had an-

other Aris on one of his farms who, a short time

later, decided that he wanted a loan.

Unkempt, uncombed, unwashed and in his

soiled work clothes he called upon the land owner
with a melancholy, disconsolate look on his face.

Inquiring as to his welfare the land owner re-

ceived a very discouraging reply.

"And what are the prospects for a crop this

year?" he asked.

"I only hope that it yields as much as the

seed I have planted," replied the gloomy Aris.

"And my oxen how fare they?"

"They are feeble," he replied, "and unable
to work like in past years."

In the same manner each of his replies was
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equally pessimistic and finally he broached the

subject of a loan of 10 denarii/
"If thou art so pessimistic how knowest I

that thou wilt have enough from thy share of the

crop to pay me even when thou harvests it? I

am sorry but by thine own manner, thou hast dis-

couraged me from loaning thee this money.
"

Says the Talmud further:

"A cheerful disposition is a valuable posses-
sion. ' y

"Be in the habit of receiving every man with
a pleasant countenance."

Confine Your Tongue
One day while Eabbi Judah

?
Eabbi Joseh,

Eabbi Simon and Judah ben Gerim were talking
among themselves, Eabbi Judah spoke in a very
complimentary manner of the Eomans.

"They have not only beautified our cities/'
he said, "but they have done much for the con-
venience and comfort of the people by building
fine broad streets, bridges, bath houses and other

improvements. They really are to be compli-
mented. ' '

"I disagree with you," said Eabbi Simon.

"Everything they have done has had a selfish

motive behind it. All who use the bridges are
taxed. The bath houses are for their own com-
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fort so it is not through magnanimity, but selfish-

ness on their part, that they have done all these

things for which you praise them."
This conversation being repeated to friends by

Judah ben Grerim, it eventually reached the ear

of the Boman emperor. He was much pleased
with the attitude of Judah and rewarded him by
conferring a high honor upon him. However,
Joseh, who had remained silent, he banished to

Zipore, and Simon, who had criticized the mo-
tives and acts of the emperor, he put to death.

Says the Talmud:
* ' Sometimes words wound more than

swords/'

"The loquacity of fools is a lecture to the

wise."

"Confine your tongue, lest it confine you."

Woman's Inquisitiveness

One day Solomon made a wager with the

Queen of Sheba that he would prove that woman
was of a more inquisitive nature than man.

Biding along on horseback about dusk they
sought out a subject for their test.

Soon they heard the voice of a woman singing
happily. Before long they came upon a cozy lit-

tle cottage and saw a beautiful young woman
combing the hair of a comely little lass and sing-
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ing merrily while the young husband was sitting

contentedly on the door step looking on.

For the test the king carried with him a little

gold box containing a tiny white mouse and some
bread crumbs.

"May I leave this little box in your care for

three days until I return this way?" asked the

king.

"Certainly," replied the young farmer.
c
I shall put it in this corner where it will not

be in your way," went on the king, "and I give

you the key to the box but I command you not

to open it unless I fail to return in three days."
The king and queen had hardly disappeared

when the wife remarked:

"I wonder what is locked in that box?"

"Why worry about the box?" returned the

husband, "It does not belong to us. Leave it where
it is and forget about it."

The next day when the farmer came for his

noon day meal he noticed his wife had no appetite
and could not eat so he inquired the reason.

"I have been haunted by that box," she re-

plied. "I have been unable to sleep or eat since

it has been left here. I must know what is in it?"

"Please forget the box," he begged. "The

king commanded us not to open it. Do you wish

to risk both our lives by disobeying him?"
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"The king commanded us not to open the

box," she said, "but he did not forbid us to look

through the key hole. I tried to approach it while

you were away but I was overcome with terror

and could not go near it. Come let us inspect it

closely. Perhaps we can learn what is in it with-

out opening it.'
7

Together they went over to the box and she

tried to peer through the key hole, but could see

nothing. Then she put her ear to it but could hear

nothing.
"It is no use," she cried. "We cannot learn

what it contains without opening it."

But the husband refused.

"Please forget all about it," he entreated.

"The king only left it here for safe keeping. Wo
have no right to open it."

But she remained morose and sullen the rest

of the evening.

The next day his son came running out to him
while he was at work in the field, crying that his

mother was dying.

He rushed home and found his wife in bed

weeping bitterly.

"For two days and nights I have suffered

tortures," she wailed. "Unless you open the box
I shall lose my mind. I cannot stand it any
longer !

> '
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"Just open it a little so I may peep in and
close it back again at once and nobody will know
about it," she entreated.

The farmer's heart was touched and to satisfy
his wife, even though it meant severe punishment
and possibly death, he brought the box to the
table and unlocked it with the key which Solomon
had left with him.

Lifting the lid slightly the tiny white mouse
jumped out and scampered away.

When Solomon and the Queen of Sheba re-

turned on the third day for the box, the woman
met them and wept bitterly.

"Pray do not take my life!'
5 she pleaded. "I

did not open the box.' 7

The husband then came up and said: "It was
I who opened the box. Do not punish her but take

my life if you will. I allowed myself to be per-
suaded and I am willing to assume the blame. ' '

The king asked him to tell them everything
that had happened, and he told the whole story.

"Is this true?' 7 he then asked of the wife.

"It is," she replied.

"Since you have told me the truth, I shall not

punish you," said the king, and, turning to the

Queen of Sheba, he continued.

"Do you now agree with me when I say that

woman is the most inquisitive of creatures?"
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"
Verily, King, I admit your wisdom," she

replied.

The Wisdom of David

When Saul was king of Israel, a very rich

man died bequeathing his entire estate to his

widow.

Some time thereafter, she decided to visit

relatives in a distant city and being unable to

carry her wealth with her, she put it in honey
jars, pouring honey over the top to conceal the

gold.

She then asked a neighbor if she might leave

her jars of honey in her care until she returned

The neighbor was glad to oblige and the widow
started on her journey feeling that she had se-

curely hidden her treasure.

One day, however, the neighbor was busy pre-

paring for her son's wedding when she found she

needed more honey and did not have time to go to

the market for it. So she said to herself :

"I shall borrow some of the widow's honey
and replace it before she returns/'

Lifting one jar to pour out some honey, imag-
ine her surprise to see a stream of gold coins come
out with the honey.

This impelled her to examine the other jars
and when she found gold in all of them, she emp-
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tied the gold into a box, which she concealed, and
filled all the jars again with honey so they ap-
peared exactly as when they had been left in her
care.

When the owner called for her jars and took
them to her home, she found the honey but the

gold was gone.

She took the case to court but having no proof
that the jars had contained gold, the judge was

compelled to dismiss her case.

She then appealed to King Saul but without

witnesses or proof he could help her neither.

Leaving the palace she wandered aimlessly
about as though in a daze when she met David,
the shepherd boy, in whom she confided her

trouble.

"I believe I can help you if you will go to the

king and get his permission for me to do so," he
said.

King Saul consented and David asked that

the wicked neighbor and the widow appear be-

fore the king and also that the jars of honey in

question be brought in.

He then asked for empty new jars into which

he poured the honey from the old jars.

After which, he broke the old jars into frag-
ments and examining these small pieces carefully
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he found among them two gold pieces that had
stuck to the side of one of the jugs.

"Behold, your majesty," he said,
" These gold

pieces were overlooked by this woman who has

endeavored to deprive this widow of her rightful

property. Surely they bear out the story that the

jars actually contained gold, as she claims."

Confronted with this evidence, the thief con-

fessed and the king ordered her to return to the

widow not only the gold she had stolen but also

to pay her generously for the jars that had been

broken.

The Hospitality of Abraham
Abraham built his house with doors on all

sides so weary travelers might enter and par-
take of Ms hospitality regardless of the direction

from which they came. He also planted a beau-

tiful orchard about his house and he was always

happiest when he was giving food and shelter

to those in need of it.

Once when Abraham was sick he noticed that

no travelers had stopped at his home for several

days, so he sent his servant Eliezer to go out and
see if he could not find any travelers to whom he
could offer the hospitality of his home.

Eliezer being unable to find any, Abraham,
even though he were ill, went himself to look but
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lie was greatly disappointed because lie could see
none.

To relieve the anxiety of this good man, God
sent Michael, Gabriel and Kaphael, angels in the
form of Iranians, to visit Mm and when Abra-
ham saw them approaching he was so happy he
hastened to meet them.

He could not do enough to make them com-
fortable and he forgot his suffering and pain in

ministering to their wants.
Then said God to Abraham: " Because thou

didst give water to strangers, and shelter and
bread and milk, and didst stand by them ready
to serve them, therefore, will I grant these things
to thy children: when they shall wander in the
wilderness and have no water to drink, a foun-
tain of water shall follow them* When they shall

be traveling, and be scorched by the hot rays of
the sun, I will put a cloud above them to shelter
them from the heat. When they shall suffer hun-

ger, I will cause manna to come down for them
from heaven for food. Their sheep and cattle

shall increase and their houses shall be full of

good things.
"

The Punishment
When the serpent was first created, accord-

ing to tradition, he stood upon two feet, upright
like a man.
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Noticing the luxury in which Adam and Eve
lived in the Garden of Eden and knowing that

they would he punished if they ate of the fruit

of the forhidden tree, he came to Eve one day and

tried to induce her to eat of it but she refused.

Then he touched the tree and said: "See, I

still live although I touched the tree." Yet Eve
refused even to touch it.

He then pushed her against the tree and ex-

claimed: "You have now touched the tree your-
self and live, so surely no harm will come to you
if you eat of its fruit," hut she still refused.

"Do you not know," he said, "that God has

eaten of the fruit of this tree, which is the rea-

son for his wisdom and power? If you eat of it

you will he as wise and powerful as He." Still

Eve refused.

The serpent then shook the tree and eating
of the fruit that fell to the ground, he said, "T
have never tasted anything so delicious. You see

I am eating of the fruit and still live. Why do you

persist in refusing to eat it? 7 '

Finally, she yielded to the persuasion of the

serpent, ate of the fruit of the tree and then in-

duced Adam to eat of it also.

God was very angry because of this and as a

punishment he drove all three from the Garden
of Eden, saying to the serpent:
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"I created thee king over all the animals but

instead thou shalt now be despised by beast and
man. I gave to thee the power of speech but hence-

forth shalt thy mouth be closed and the power of

speech be taken from thee. I created thee to walk

upright and eat the same food as man but from
now on thou shalt go upon thy belly and eat

dust"
To the woman, He said, "As punishment I

will greatly multiply thy pain and thy travail.

In great pain thou shalt bring forth children and

thy husband shall rule over thee."

And to Adam, He said :

"Cursed is the ground for thy sake. In toil

shalt thou eat of it. Thorns and thistles shall it

bring forth to thee. In the sweat of thy face shalt

thou eat bread."

The Reward of Good Deeds
There was once a very poor man in Palestine

who was known for his kindness and good deeds.

One day while he was working in the fields,

Elijah came to him disguised as an Arab.

"It is destined unto you to have seven very

happy and prosperous years," he said. "Do you
wish them now or in your old age?

"

"Before I decide," replied the man, "I should

like to speak to my wife. Tomorrow I shall give

you my answer."
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The man counselled with his wife that night

and the next day when Elijah returned, he said,

"It is our wish that we have the seven good years

Upon returning home from his work that

night, his wife hastened breathlessly to meet him
with tears of happiness in her eyes.

"My good husband," she exclaimed, "the

children, while digging in our yard, found a great
treasure! (rood fortune has indeed come to us!"

That evening, while discussing the happy
change of affairs that had come to them, they laid

plans for the seven years of prosperity that were
to be theirs.

"Let us make good use of these seven years,"
said the husband. "Now that we have the means,
let us help the poor and do as much good as we
possibly can.

So they spent the seven years in doing good
deeds, helping the needy, bringing happiness to

those less fortunate and giving aid wherever

needed.

When the seven years were up, Elijah ap-

peared again.

"I have come," he said, "to take back that

which I gave you seven years ago." To which
the man replied:

"During the last seven years my good wife
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and I have used this wealth to bring happiness
to others and in doing so have found great hap-
piness ourselves. If you know of anyone who will

make better use of this wealth which you placed
in our care, I shall be glad to give it back to you."

"You have indeed put this wealth to good
use," said Elijah, "and as a reward I have de-
cided to permit you to keep it always."

"Out of Sight, Out of Mind"

One ambition of Alexander the Great was to

perform some act that never before had been done

by mortal man.

Selecting the strongest and largest eagle to

be found in his kingdom, he ordered that it be
confined for several days without food.

He then fastened a piece of meat on the end
of his spear and climbed upon the back of the

eagle.

Holding the spear before the eyes of the eagle,
he pointed it upward and the eagle, who was

ravenously hungry by this time and desirious of

reaching the meat, flew higher and higher, carry-

ing Alexander with him on his back.

The eagle flew so high that when Alexander
looked down from his position he could see only

tiny specks scattered about on the earth* This
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made him very proud and boastfully lie ex-

claimed :

"Surely no mortal before has accomplished

anything like this and flown so high!"

Higher and higher the eagle soared until Alex-

ander could not even see the earth.

Then this alarming thought struck him :

" Since my land and my subjects have van-

ished and seem insignificant to me, no doubt I

have also disappeared from their sight and they
have even forgotten me."

This was a serious blow to his pride and he

immediately decided to return to earth. Point-

ing the spear downward, the eagle likewise turned

in that direction, still intent upon reaching the

meat on the end of it.

When land finally came into view, Alexander's

spirits rose and as he caught sight of his army
and saw them become larger and larger as he

flew nearer, he was very happy,
"It is indeed a welcome sight to see my mighty

hosts again," he exclaimed, "because as they be-

come larger in my sight so do I become greater
and mightier in their sight."

The Strategy of Alexander

When Alexander, king of Macedonia, pre-

pared to wage war against India, he learned that
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the fighting forces of that country consisted not

only of immense numbers of warriors with bril-

liant records of heroic victories "but also of hosts

of elephants and other wild beasts especially

trained in warfare.

These latter concerned him very much as he

had never had experience in fighting such a com-

bination, his battles having all been confined to

fighting human warriors.

Accordingly he dressed himself as one of the

soldiers of his armies and walked boldly into the

camp of the enemy representing himself as one

of Alexander's soldiers who was surrendering
to them and offering his services because, he

claimed, he had been mistreated by the officers

of Alexander.

When called before the king he repeated his

story and exhibited such a familiarity with the

science of warfare that the Indian Mng made him

an officer in his army.
He soon won the confidence of his fellow offi-

cers and one evening among a group of them

sitting about the camp fire, he said :

"It gives me pleasure to see these ferocious

beasts in the army because I know that Alexan-

der does not know how to fight them. However,
he is so clever he may even be able to overcome

them I fear."
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"Do not worry about that/' replied one of

the men. "These animals are so brave that even

Alexander can not frighten or conquer them.

There is only one thing they fear and that is

fire. That secret is unknown to Alexander and

accordingly we have nothing to fear."

This was exactly what Alexander wanted to

know and that night he stole back to his own

army. Disclosing this secret to his officers, they

imniediately made plans to combat the combined

forces of the Indian army.

Making copper images resembling men and

filling them with torches he had them placed in

front of his troups ;
and when the two armies met

in combat, the wild beasts, upon charging the

copper images were burned and terrified. Turn-

ing about they fled in confusion and terror.

And thus did Alexander win a decisive vic-

tory over the forces of the king of India by his

strategy.

The Three Friends

The king once sent for a certain man to ap-

pear before him. Very much alarmed at the sum-

mons, he thought perhaps someone had sent an

evil report to the king, who was probably calling

him for punishment.

Accordingly he asked the friend whom he re-
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garded most liighly to accompany him, but the

friend refused.

He then asked a second friend, who offered

to come, but only as far as the gates of the palace.

Finally he appealed to a third friend, one to

whom he had not paid much attention and whom
he had almost forgotten.

"I shall be glad to go with you/
7

this third

friend replied, "and stay with you as long as you
need me and help you in every way I can."

This first friend, according to the ancient

sages, was his wealth, which he loved above all

else, but in time of actual need, it failed him.

The second friend was represented by his rela-

tives, who go with him as far as the grave but

leave him there when he is buried.

The third friend was typified by the good
deeds he had done during his lifetime. A chari-

table man will forget his good deeds immediately
after their performance but the memory of them
will remain long after he has gone and during
his lifetime will never desert him in times of

need.

"Solomon Proves His Wisdom"

When the Queen of Sheba came to King Solo-

mon, she said:

"I have heard of thy great wisdom, King.
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Wilt thou prove it to me by answering some ques-
tions I shall ask?"

The king promised to do 'his best.

"Tell me then/' said the Queen, "what water
is it that comes not from the river, nor from the

depths, nor from the rocks, nor from on high but

which is sweeter than honey at times and at other

times as bitter as gall, even though it all comes
from the same source?"

"Tears," answered King Solomon promptly.

"Now," asked the Queen, "do you know who
is the wretch that is buried alive yet the more he
rots the more life he obtains and those who buried
him receive bountiful reward?"

"A grain of seed," replied Solomon without
the slightest hesitation.

"The dead lived, the grave moved, and the

dead prayed. Can you explain that?" she then
asked.

"Jonah, swallowed by the whale," returned
Solomon.

"Ah," replied the Queen of Sheba, "Thou art

indeed the wisest of all men. ' '

The Punishment of Queen Vashti

"When Ahasuerus became king of the Persians
and Medes he gave a great royal banquet and
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celebration to which he invited 127 noblemen of

highest rank in his kingdom.
By the seventh day of the celebration the king

and his guests had become quite merry with wine
and their conversation turned to the subject of

women.
f The women of our people are the most beau-

tiful in the whole world/
' boasted the Persians.

While the Medes maintained that the Median
women excelled all others.

King Ahasuerus, who had partaken very gen-

erously of his wine, then arose and said: "I defy

you to produce from among your women one more
beautiful than my wife, who is neither a Mede nor

a Persian but a Chaldean."

"Bring her before us and let us see for our-

selves!" they shouted.

The king had her summoned so they could see

that she was the most beautiful creature on earth.

However, the queen refused to come, saying,

"I am Vashti, daughter of Belshazzar and grand

daughter of the mighty Nebuchadnezzar and I

refuse to parade before these drunken roister-

ers."

The king was furiously angry upon hearing

this and sent word to her that unless she obeyed
his command, she would be put to death. Still she

refused.
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This infuriated the king all the more and he

called upon seven princes of Persia and Media,
who were present, and asked for their advice as

to what should be done with the queen for dis-

obeying his command.

After a short deliberation, Prince Memuchan,
speaking for the seven princes, said :

"0 great and powerful king, we feel that

Queen Vashti, by refusing to obey your command,
has sinned not only against you but against all

the subjects of your land. Unless she is punished,

every woman of your realm will follow her ex-

ample and disregard the commands of her hus-

band.

"It is our counsel that she be put to death as

a punishment for her disobedience and as an

example to other women who may be inclined to

disobey their husbands."

"Do each of you concur in this decision?"

asked King Ahasuerus of the other six princes.

"Aye, mighty King, that is our decision,"

they answered.

"Then," replied Ahasuerus, "let her be put
to death immediately."

And thus was Queen Vashti executed for dis-

obeying her husband and as an example to other

womeft who might be inclined to do likewise.
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How Esther Was Chosen Queen
After the death of Queen Vasliti, King

Akasuerus issued orders for the fairest maidens
of the kingdom to assemble before him in order

that he might select from among them one to

succeed the late queen.

In the city of Shushan there lived a very
beautiful maiden, Hadassah, by name, who was
the cousin of Mordecai, a most pious and noble

man, who had taken the little girl into his home

upon the death of her parents and had raised her

with loving care.

Indeed, she was very appropriately named Ha-

dassah, which means myrtle, because, like the fra-

grance of the myrtle permeates the garden where-
in it grows, so did her many kind deeds spread
her fame among the inhabitants of the city in

which she lived.

She was also called Esther because of her

great beauty and charm.

When the decree of King Ahasuerus was is-

sued, Mordecai hid Esther from the eyes of the

king's messengers sent to search out the most
beautiful maidens of the land. The spies of the

king, who had heard of Esther's beauty, called at

the home of Mordecai and threatened to put him
to death unless he brought her forth.
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Reluctantly he did so and permitted Esther

to be taken to Hegai, in charge of the king's

harem, who offered her perfumes, jewels, pow-
ders, etc., which were given to each maiden, as

well as the services of special handmaids, who
were assigned to help the maidens adorn them-

selves for the royal inspection.

All of these Esther declined and when she ap-

peared before the king it was without artificial

adornment or make-up of any kind.

There she stood in her modest, innocent, ra-

diant beauty among the most beautiful maidens

of Media and Persia. Her simple charm and grace

immediately attracted Ahasuerus the moment he

set eyes upon her. Without an instant's hesita-

tion he selected her as the most beautiful maiden
in all the land and placed the royal crown upon
her head.

On the day she officially became queen he ar-

ranged a great banquet and issued a decree ex-

empting all the inhabitants of his kingdom from

paying taxes for a whole year in honor of his

beautiful queen.

How the Sabbath Was Established

Moses, who was very much concerned over the

heavy burdens placed upon the Israelites while

they were in bondage in Egypt, came before

Pharaoh, and interceded in their behalf.
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"It is a known fact, your majesty,
M

lie said,

"that a slave will die from overwork if he is not

given one day of rest each week. It is also a fact

that if he is permitted one day of rest in seven, he
will work with more spirit and vigor and accom-

plish more in six days than in seven. It will there-

fore be to your advantage to give the Israelites

one day of rest in seven. "

Pharaoh was much impressed with this logic

and asked:

"Which day would you suggest that I give
them?"

"Since you ask my advice, I would permit
them to rest on the seventh day," replied Moses.

Thereupon the king published a royal decree

in the whole of Egypt and in G-oshen to the effect

that the sons of Israel were to work only six days
and labor of all kinds was forbidden on the

seventh day.
This decree was the cause of great rejoicing

among the children of Israel and this day, sug-

gested by Moses and established by the king of

Egypt as the day of rest, was Saturday, which

day was later ordained to the Israelites as the

Sabbath.

Woman Is Mightiest of All

One afternoon when King Darius was taking
his daily nap, his three bodyguards decided
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among themselves that each of them would write

down what he considered the mightiest thing in

the world and submit same to the king upon his

awakening, for his decision. Here is what they
wrote :

"The king/
7 wrote the first one, "is the

mightiest."
"Wine is the mightiest," submitted the sec-

ond.

While Zerubbabel, the third one, wrote:

"Woman is the mightiest of all."

When the king awoke, the three notes were

given to him and he called in the most learned

men of his kingdom and asked them to decide

which answer was the wisest one.
\

The judges, having difficulty in making their

decision, called for the three guards and had each

one tell upon what he based his statement.

The first one, on being summoned, said :

"Because the king rules over many lands and
seas and countless numbers of subjects honor,

obey and pay him homage, he is the mightiest
of all things on earth."

"It is wine that is mightiest," said the sec-

ond, "because wine makes one forget grief, sor-

row and trouble and it overpowers the bravest

warriors."

Then answered Zerubbabel:
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"While both the king and wine may be power-
ful, I maintain that woman's influence and
achievements exceed those of either. Did not a

woman, Delilah, cause the downfall of Samson,
the mightiest mortal who ever lived and did not

the wives of the wise and powerful Solomon in-

duce him in his old age to erect altars to idols?"

The wise men deliberated long and seriously
and finally they said: "Zerubbabel has convinced

us by his unanswerable logic that woman is, in-

deed, -the mightiest of all beings upon earth."

Patience Rewarded
Noah and his three sons were kept so busy

while in the ark that they had little rest because

of the demands of the animals. Some required one

kind of food, while others required other kinds.

Then again some had to be fed by day, while

others, by night

Especially was Noah worried about the little

zitka, which refused altogether to take any food.

Noah noticed upon opening a pomegranate one

day, a little worm drop therefrom and immedi-

ately the zitka pounced upon it and devoured it

hungrily.
Noah was happy to learn the kind of food

that appealed to the zitka and from then on he

saved all fruits and vegetables that had worms
in them for the zitka.
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There was a constant hubbub and noise in the

ark caused by the animals clamoring for food,

but Noah saw the urshana in one corner of the

ark sleeping through all the confusion.

"When it awoke, Noah asked why it had not

demanded its food like the other animals and
fowls. To which the urshana replied: "I saw
how hard you were working to feed the others

and I thought I would prefer hunger rather than

add to your burdens."

Noah was deeply touched by the considerate

actions of the urshana and said: " Since you were
so thoughtful and considerate, may God bless you
and cause you to live forever."

Tradition has it that Grod hearkened to

Noah's prayer and granted his wish.

Says the Talmud further:

"He that patiently bides his time, will be ad-

vanced by time."

The Rightful Heir

During the reign of King David a wealthy
man sent his son on a long trip to a distant land

to transact certain business for him and, during
the son's absence, the father died.

One of the slaves, who was a crafty and

powerful fellow, drove the widow and daughter
from the country upon the threat of death and

appropriated all the property for himself.
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The son, whose ship had been wrecked on the

trip, did not return for many years and when he
entered his father's house, he was surprised to

see this slave in full possession.
""Where are my father, mother and sister I

"

he asked.

"I am master here," replied the wicked slave,

"Leave my house. You are an imposter."

The son laid his case before King David who
asked hrm to bring witnesses to prove his right
to the property but he could not because the ser-

vants who remembered him dared not testify in

his favor for fear of death at the hands of the

wicked slave. Accordingly there was nothing he
could do for the young man.

Solomon, who was still a boy, overheard the

conversation and asked King David if he would

permit him to try the case.

The king agreed and Solomon ordered the two
men to appear again before the king.

"I instruct each of you,'
r he said, "to go to

the grave of the man whom you both claim as your
father, open it, bring me one of his bones and
break it before my eyes/'

"Both men started for the grave but the real

son pleaded with the slave not to disturb it. Un-

heeding, the slave opened the grave, removed a
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bone from the body of the dead man, which he

brought to Solomon and broke before his eyes.

"Here is the bone yon ordered me to bring,
7 '

he said. "I have obeyed your orders. Does this

not prove that I am the rightful heir?' 7

"And why did yon not obey my command?"
Solomon asked of the other.

"I would not desecrate my father's grave for

all the wealth in the world/' he replied. "Rather
would I lose everything that belongs to me than

disturb my father's grave, and even touch one of

his bones, much less break it."

Turning to King David, Solomon said, "Is
it not clear to you from this, just who is the real

son? With your permission I now demand that

this slave return to this man all the property that

belongs to him and may he name the punishment
for this slave."

The son took possession of his rightful inherit-

ance and promised the slave his freedom if he
would but find his mother and sister and bring
thenx to him.

This the slave did, finding" them in poverty in

a distant city.

When the mother, daughter and son were hap-
pily reunited in their own house, the son pardoned
the slave and set him free on condition that he
leave the country forever,
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"How the Serpent Was Punished"

A man carrying a jug of milk came upon a

serpent who was weeping bitterly.

"Why do you weep?" asked the man.
"I am dying of thirst," replied the serpent.

"Please, my good man, tell me do you have in

your jug something that will quench my burning
thirst?"

"I have milk in my jug," said the man.

"If you will but give me some of it,
' 7 entreated

the serpent, "I promise to lead you to a hidden
treasure which I will give you as a reward."

The man gave the jug of milk to the serpent
who drank long and thirstily.

When he finished, he led the man to a huge
stone and said:

"Move this and under it you will find the

treasure."

The man did so and as he was about to pick

up the treasure, the serpent hurled itself at him
and coiled itself about his foot.

"Why are you doing this?" asked the man.

"You are trying to rob me of my treasure and
I am going to kill you," returned the serpent

"Let us lay our case before King Solomon,"
said the man, "and let him decide which of us is

right."
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Agreeing to this, the serpent went with him to

King Solomon.

"Why do you desire to kill this man?" asked

the king.

"Because," replied the serpent, "was it not

God's command to the serpent, "Thou shalt bruise

the heel of man'?"
"But it was also God's command to man," re-

plied Solomon, "to bruise the head of the ser-

pent."

Turning to the man, he said, "I now order you
to obey His command."

And the man did as he was ordered and

crushed the head of the treacherous serpent.

Good Deeds Rewarded
Abba Judah was once a very wealthy man and

owned much land but he gave so generously of

his wealth to the needy that eventually all he had
left was one small field.

When called upon one day by the collectors for

the poor, he said:

"All I now have is this one field, but I am
willing to share it with you. So lie sold a half of

his sole remaining field and gave to charity the

money he realized from the sale.

Thereupon, the collectors said:

"Your name shall be written at the head of

the list, even above those who have given greater
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sums than you, because of the noble sacrifice yon
made to contribute to those who are in greater
need than yourself. We shall pray that your for-

mer prosperity return to you."
At the proper season, when Abba Judah

started out to plow his small field, the ox that

was drawing his plow, sank to its knees in a cer-

tain place and upon helping it out of the hollow

into which it had stepped, he noticed the gleam of

gold therein. Looking closer, he found a huge
treasure which had apparently been buried there

long before.

And thus was he rewarded for his many good
and charitable deeds.

True Friends Outweigh Riches
There was once a man whose ambition it was

to amass a fortune of at least a thousand denarii

(gold coins) so he might leave one hundred denarii

to each of his ten sons, when he died.

However, he was able to save only 950 denarii

during his lifetime and, after much thought, he

decided to divide his possessions as follows :

To each of his nine oldest sons, he left a

hundred denarii.

Next he apportioned thirty denarii to take care

of his burial expense.
And to his youngest son, he left the remainder

of his money, twenty denarii, and also bequeathed
to him his ten dearest friends.
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"But father," he remonstrated, "are you

treating me fairly to leave me but twenty denarii,

while you gave a hundred to each of my
brothers?"

"My son," replied the father, "you overlook

the fact that I am also bequeathing to you my ten

very dearest friends. These, I am sure, you will

find more precious than all the money in the

world."

Following the father's death, each of the nine

oldest sons took his inheritance and went away;
but the youngest son stayed at home.

After spending what he needed for necessities,

he found he had only one gold piece left.

Suddenly he remembered that his father had
also bequeathed to him his ten best friends and
he reproached himself for not having thought of

them sooner.

"Here I have already spent nineteen denarii

for my own wants without giving a thought to

these dear friends," he said to himself. "Perhaps
some of them are in even greater need than I.

The least I can do is to invite them to my home
and bring a little cheer to them. 9 '

So he spent his remaining gold piece on a din-

ner to which he invited these ten friends.

They were very glad to come and after a meal
which they all enjoyed, one of them stood up and
said :
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"I wish to express my thanks to this young
man for his kind consideration. He has shown
more regard for his father's friends than all of

his brothers together, even though he was the

least able among the ten sons to afford it.

I propose that we, likewise, show our regard
for him by making up a generous purse of gold
to help him get a start in life."

These faithful friends enthusiastically took

up the idea and gave generously of their money
to help him buy land and cattle.

The young man, with this assistance, pros-

pered and never forgot these dear friends.

One day he decided to invite them again to a

feast and when they were all seated about the

table, he arose and said :

"My good friends, before we partake of our

food, I wish to pay a tribute to my dear departed
father. As I look into your happy friendly faces

and as I remember what each of you has meant
to me, I realize more and more that true friends
are more precious than all the riches in the

world/'

How Purple Dye Was Discovered

A sea fowl hunter, who always took his faith-

ful dog with him to bring in to him the fowls that

he killed, was one day hunting along the banks

of the Mediterranean Sea near Haifa, when his
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dog came running to him carrying a mollusc (a
certain type of shell fish) in his teeth. A purplish
fluid was dripping from the dog

?

s mouth.

Thinking it to be blood, he wiped the dog's
mouth and examined it for a bruise or cut, but,

finding none, he thought no more of it.

The next day he again found his dog eating
one of these molluscs and again he noticed a pur-

plish liquid dripping from his mouth. Wiping it

off, he noticed that it was a very beautiful shade

of purple. Then he examined the mollusc which
the dog was eating and the result of this examina-
tion was the discovery that this particular specie
of mollusc yields a very rich purple dye.

It is recorded that the people of the tribe of

Zebulun occupy themselves chiefly in gathering
these molluscs and extracting the purple dye from
them.

"The outside of the shell of the purple mol-

lusc," says the Talmud,
" resembles the sea in

color. Its bodily form is like that of a fish. Its

blood is used to dye wool purple and as it rises

only once in seventy years, it is very rare and the

color is, therefore, very dear."

This color was formerly so rare and valuable

that it was used to dye only the robes of royalty
and became emblematic of rank and exalted sta-

tion.



WISDOM
The Talmud does not consist entirely of stories

and tales. It treats also of many other subjects,

including law, medicine, business, health, history
and rules of conduct.

According to the late Emanuel Deutsch, emi-

nent Talmudic scholar: "It passes from myth
to morality, from legend to logic, from grave to

gay, from lively to severe topics.
"

Numerous gems of wisdom are to be found

among its pages and from among them I have
selected some that apply just as aptly now as they
did three thousands years ago.

For instance:

"Ask thy purse what thou shouldst "buy."
"He that would eat the kernel must not com-

plain of cracking the nut."

"He that hath a head of wax should not walk
in the sun."

"Short are the triumphs of wit when vice di-

rects it."

"The mob hath many heads, but no brains."

"The crow thinks her own child the fairest."
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"Unwelcome ne^s is always soon enough

heard. "

'

Unskillful workmen quarrel with their

tools."

"He who swells in prosperity will be sure to

shrink in adversity.
"

"Speak well of your friend. Of your enemy,
say nothing."

"If you have too many irons in the fire, some
of them will burn."

"He who says what he likes, must hear what he
does not like."

"If you wish a thing done, go; if not, send."

"Commit not that to another, which you can
better do yourself."

"Be always at leisure to do good."
"Converse so as to please others, not in order

to please yourself."

"All complain of want of memory, but none
of want of judgment."

"A wager is a fool's argument."
"Better to face a danger once than be always

in fear."

"By learning to obey, you will learn how to

command. 9 '

"An evil heart can make any doctrine hereti-

cal."
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"Those who are ready tt>%e deceived, will be
deceived. ' '

"Avoid that which you blame in others."

Business Wisdom
"If you have to sign your name on a blank

piece of paper/' says the Talmud, "sign at the

very top so nothing may be written above your
signature.

"

"One should always know with whom he is

sitting, near whom he is standing, with whom he
is eating, with whom he is dealing and for whom
he signs contracts and notes of debt."

"He who looks each day after his field finds

a coin daily."
"Love thy business and hate dominion."

"He that hires one garden, will eat birds; he
that hires many gardens, the birds will eat him."

"Deliberate slowly; execute promptly."
"He who greases his wheels, helps his oxen."

"Gain is temporary and uncertain, but ex-

pense is constant and certain."

"Contracts should never be undertaken unless

they can be strictly performed."

"Begin nothing until you have considered how
it is to be finished. ' '

"Avoid anger; cool reflection can only take

place when you are calm."
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"Not to oversee workmen, is to leave your

purse open."

"Money loaned, goes quickly, but reluctantly

returns. ? '

"The wicked borroweth and payeth not

again.
' '

"Be not too positive in thy assertions, for thou

art not incapable of error." v

* i To borrow upon usury is certain beggary.
' '

"Surety is better than hope."
"He who would catch fish must not mind get-

ting wet."

"Undertake deliberately, but having once be-

gun, proceed steadfastly."

"Defer not till evening what the morning may
accomplish."

< 'Draw not thy bow before thy arrow is fixed. ? '

"The buyer needs a hundred eyes."

"If thou hast no money, attend no auctions."

"Accept no favors, with which thou canst

dispense."
"Promise little, and do much."
"Men who are apt to promise, are not less apt

to forget."
"Great designs and small means have been

the ruin of many.
' 9

"Certain good should never be relinquished
for uncertain hopes."
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"Attempt not to fly like an eagle with the

wings of a wren."

"Some are very busy, and yet do nothing."
"It is easier to build two chimneys than to

keep one in fuel."

"Grood debts become bad if you call them not

in."

"Letter spare at the brim than at the bottom."

"Keep no more cats than will catch mice."

"Compete not with persons who have means

beyond thy reach."

"Pleasing ware is half sold."

"He that stays in the valley will never get
over the hill."

"Economy is itself a great income."
* ' * Three removes are as bad as a fire.

' '

"Time is your best estate; therefore be never

prodigal of it."

"Venture upon nothing till you have well con-

sidered the end."

"A good credit is better than wealth."

"It is necessary to be most careful not to

deceive one's neighbor, either in buying or sell-

ing, or with reference to hiring, contracts or ex-

change.
' 9

"If one have something to sell, he is forbid-

den to make it look better than what it really is in

order to deceive thereby, e.g., to give an animal

brar-water which helps to distend its bulk and
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makes its hair stand erect so that it seems to be

fat and healthy. It is also forbidden to paint over

old utensils so that they appear to be new, and
all such devices are prohibited."

* i Small profits are not to be despised.
' '

"He that will steal a pin will also steal a bet-

ter thing."
"Deliberate long on what you can do but

once."

"Want of punctuality is a species of false-

hood."
"Be not misled by evil examples; never say,

'others do it too.*
" *

"If others jump into an abyss, that is no rea-

son that you should do the same."
"One stretches Ms legs according to his cover-

let."

"Adversity will not last forever."

"A hired horse never tires."

"Ready money is ready medicine."
"The greater a man is, the greater are his

sins, if he violates any duties."

"The righteous promise little and perform
much; the wicked promise much but do not per-
form a little even."

"Sell not thy conscience with thy goods."

"Perspicuity is the best kind of eloquence."
"He who sows brambles, must not go bare-

foot"
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Charity
"He gives twice,

"
says the Talmud, "who

gives in a trice.
77

"He doubles Ms gift who gives in time/ 5

"They who love to give willingly, love to give
quickly.

77

"Defer not what thou intendest to give."
"Iron breaks stone; fire melts iron; water

extinguishes fire; clouds consume water; the
storm dispels clouds; man withstands the storm;
fear conquers man; wine banishes fear; sleep
overcomes wine, and death is the master of sleep ;

but 'charity,
7

says Solomon, 'saves even from
death/ 77

"Charity should begin at home, but not end
there."

"He who urges others to give charity and
causes them to practice it earns a greater re-

ward than he who gives.
77

"Be not one who gives alms with one hand and
steals with the other,

7 7

"The beggar bestows a greater favor upon the
alms giver than the latter bestows upon him. 77

"He gives little, who gives with a frown. He
gives much who gives little with a smile. 77

""When you give, give cheerfully. It is the
cheerful giver who receives the fullness of bless-

ings.
77
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"Blessed is lie who gives help to the poor but

twice blessed is he who accompanies his gift with

cheering and comforting words."
"The merit of charitable works is in propor-

tion to the cheerfulness with which they are prac-
ticed/'

"He who gives alms to the poor with an un-

friendly mien and downcast face, even if he gives
a thousand pieces of gold, has no merit owing to

his manner of giving, but one should give joy-

fully with a cheerful mien."
"If a poor man ask your help and you have

nothing to give him, then appease him with

words. ' '

"If a deserving poor man refuses your gift,

give it to him again and call it a loan."

Debt
"Go to sleep without supper," says the Tal-

mud, "but rise without debt."

"The wicked borroweth and payeth not

again.
? '

6 i If you have taken of a man his plough or his

pillow for debt, return his plough in the morning
and his pillow at night."

"The possessions of a widow, whether she be
rich or poor, should not be taken in pawn."

"No man is impatient with his creditors."

"If thou hast guaranteed for some one, re-
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member that it must be paid by thyself. If thou
hast borrowed money, know that thou hast bor-

rowed it to be repaid in time. If thou hast loaned

money to somebody, be prepared to have diffi-

culty in collecting it. Remember the time thou
hast to repay and settle thy accounts. ' '

"Pay what you owe, and you will know what
you are worth."

"Out of debt, out of danger.'
7

"Pay as you go, and keep from small scores. 5 '

"Lying rides on debt's back."

"Say nothing of my debts unless you mean to

pay them. ' '

"He who hath good health is young, and he is

rich who owes nothing.
"

"Sleep without supping, and wake without

owing.
' '

"Debt is the worst kind of poverty."
"To avoid debt, open not thy doors too wide."

Friends

"Most things are best when new," says the

Talmud, "but old friends are best."

"A friend who, as often as he meets thee, tells

thee of thy failings in the presence of but four

eyes, is better than one who, as often as he meets

thee, presents thee with a gold piece."
"Unfriended indeed is he who has no friend

bold enough to point out his faults."
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"A friend that you buy with presents mil be

bought from you."
"Of the friends you have, cling to those, that

censure you, and avoid them that praise you."
"He who asks more of a friend than he can

bestow, deserves to be refused."

"A friendly face finds all faces friendly."

"Beeeive every person with friendship."

"Only wise and good men can be friends;

others are but companions."

"Keep an inventory of your friends, rather

than of your goods."

"Money makes fewer friends than enemies."

"A faithful friend is the medicine of life."

"Cherish thy friends, and temperately admon-
ish thy enemy."

"Choose your friends with foresight from

among the honest, and do all you can to retain

them. Anticipate their desires, and be courteous

towards them, but do no wrong for the sake of

pleasing them. Eeprove them in kindness when
they do wrong, and overlook readily any little

offenses which are committed against you."
"At the gate of abundance there are many

brothers and friends ;
at the gate of misery there

are but few. ' 9

"He who knows that his friend is about to

greet him should hasten to try to greet him first."
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"A man without friends is like the left hand
without the right.

"

Gossip

"Great talkers are like cracked pitchers/
7

says
the Talmud,

"
everything runs ont of them."

"Gossiping and lying go hand-in-hand."

'He that hlows in the dust fills his own eyes."

"Eepeat not among strangers what you hear

among friends."

"Put no faith in tale bearers."

"Loose conversation is a proof of a weak
mind."

' *

Suspect a tale bearer, and trust hrm not. ' '

"Many are willing enough to wound, who are

yet afraid to strike."

"An evil mind, an evil meaning."
"A wound caused by a sword may be cured,

but one caused by the tongue, never."
"The spoken word, like the arrow once shot,

cannot be re-called.
' ?

"Gossip is like a clod of mud thrown against
a wall. It leaves a mark even if it does not stick."

"He who gossips about others will also gossip
about you."

"Open not thy mouth to speak evil."

"Avoid a slanderer as you would a scorpion."
"An evil tongue does evil to three persons:

to the owner, to the listener and to the slandered."
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" Praise not a man over much, lest from praise

you pass to fault finding.
' '

"Of the dead and absent, speak well or not

at all."

"Where the heart is full of lust, the mouth is

full of lies."

"The way of the slanderer is to begin with
faint praise of his victim, knowing that his hurt-

ful and damaging words will have a better chance
of having a hearing.

' '

"If thou biowest the spark, it produces flame;
if thou spittest thereon, it is extinguished; and

yet both these effects issue from the mouth."
"He that tells all he knows will also tell what

he does not know."
"Let not the tongue forerun the thought."
"A lie has no legs; but scandal has wings."

Greed

"Gluttony," says the Talmud, "kills more
than the sword. ' '

"One man eats, another says grace."

"Intemperance is the grossest abuse of the

gifts of Providence."

"Care not for that which you can never pos-
sess."

"Covetous people always think themselves in

want"
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"He who runs after fame will find that it flies
from him."

Health

"One should eat/' says the Talmud, "only
when he is hungry and drink only when he is

thirsty.
' '

"One must not eat overmuch, but rather leave
off eating before he has quite satisfied his appe-
tite."

"It is good to take a warm, bath when one is

tired, then let him rest awhile and then eat"
"When one has eaten one's meal, he should

continue to be seated, but he should neither go
for a walk nor ride, nor weary him self, nor excite
his body, nor move about until Ms food has been
digested.

' ?

"A man should not go to sleep directly after

eating, but he should let three or four hours
elapse.

' ?

"One should eat in summer two-thirds only of
the amount which one takes in winter."

"Hunger is the best sauce."

"Excessive eating is like deadly poison to the

body of men and is the cause of diseases."

"One should guard against a person's per-

spiration, because it is like a deadly poison."
"One should not allow any food to come into
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contact with any part of his body which is per-

spiring, nor should anyone put money in one's

mouth, as some perspiration may cling to it, since

it has circulated through many hands, including

people with infectious diseases."

"Meat and milk are prohibited to be eaten or

cooked together, nor may they be used together
for one's benefit."

"Thou shalt not seethe a kid in its mother's

milk."

"The best cure for a bad dream is a day's

fasting.

The Importance of Little Things
"A small leak," says the Talmud, "will sink

a great ship."
"A small spark makes a great fire."
* ' To say little and perform much is noble. ' '

"Sands form the mountain; moments make
the year."

"Regard not that which is small as insignifi-

cant, for it leads to what is great."
"Never open the door to a little vice, lest a

great one should enter too.
' '

"Step by step one goes a long way."
"As a burning chip may set a large trunk on

fire, so may an inferior mind kindle thought in

one superior to him."
"A little pot is soon hot."
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"The longest life is but a parcel of moments."
"Be as scrupulous about the lightest command

as about the weightiest, for no man knoweth the
result of his actions. "

"Little sins commonly lead to great evils.
"

"A giant is often killed by a fly."

Industry
"He that rises first," says the Talmud, "is

first dressed."

"Past labor is present delight."
"He that has thriven, may lie till seven."
"A diligent man can always find leisure, a

lazy one never."

"No pains, no profit."
"Absolute idleness leads to insanity."
"Some act with their hands, others with their

tongues."

"Poverty is no sin, but laziness is,"

"It is not so necessary that you finish the

work, but that you do not cease therefrom."
"If thou dost not seek, thou wilt not find."

"Be industrious and seek to increase the value
of your possessions, neither be proud of possess-

ing them, nor envious of those who possess them."
"He who rises late, never does a good day's

work."
"He that would thrive must rise at five."

"The hand of the diligent maketh rich."
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Moderation

"Too much of one thing,
"

says the Talmud,
"is good for nothing."

"Rule the appetite and temper the tongue."
"Riotous livers can never know the pleasures

of temperance."
"Moderate your appetite, so with little you

may he content."

"Happy is he who limits his wants to his

necessities."

"Temperance is the best medicine."

"As in life, so in study, it is dangerous to do
more things than one at a time."

"Take care not to be always engaged in work;
for he who tries to do too much, generally per-
forms hut little.

' '

"To mourn without measure, is folly; not to

mourn at all, insensibility."

"Sorrow, carried to excess, destroys both the

mind and body.
9 J

Money
"Money," says the Talmud, "is the servant

of some men and the master of others.
' '

"Money, like manure, does no good till it is

well spread."

"Many who possess much, enjoy but little."
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" Wealth without a judicious application, is

food without salt."

"Many who worship money like an idol, buy
nothing with it but repentence.

"

"Much coin, much cai*e; much meat, much
malady.

' '

"Sometimes those with most wealth are the
most needy.'

7

"Abundance is a trouble, but competence
brings delight.

"

"A full purse never lacks friends."

"G-old is bright only when properly used."
* 4 The birds in the air even despise the miser. ' '

Silence

"Silence," says the Talmud, "is the fence

around wisdom."

"Speak not, rather than speak ill."

"You hedge in your vineyard with thorns;
much more should you guard your lips with lock

and bolt."

"Many have suffered by talking, but few by
silence.

' '

"Give your tongue more holidays than your
hands or eyes."

"Silence is sometimes more significant than
the most expressive eloquence."

"Deep rivers move with silent majesty; shal-

low brooks are noisy."
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"If a word spoken in its time is worth one

piece of money, silence, in its time, is worth two."

"Let not your tongue cut your throat."
"
Simeon, son of Eabban Gamaliel, was wont

to say: 'All the days of my life have been passed

among the sages, and I have never found anything
better for a man than silence'."

"A word once uttered cannot be recalled."
"Better to slip with the foot than with the

tongue."
"He who cannot hold his tongue is unworthy

of having one."

"If silence is becoming to a wise man, how
much more so to a fool. ' '

i * To keep your secret from your enemies, keep
it from your friends."

"The heart of the fool is in his mouth, and the

tongue of the wise man is in his head."

Miscellaneous Gems
"Wait not until your house burns," says the

Talmud, "to dig your well."

"He that goes a-borrowing, goes a-sorrow-

ing."
"Vows made in storms are forgotten in

calms."

"Eaten bread is soon forgotten."
"An empty purse and a new house make a

wise man too late."
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"He that lives upon hopes will die fasting."
' ' Two can carry three times the load of one.

' '

"Step not on the tail of a sleeping dog/'
"Envy, excesses and ambition shorten life."

"Take not off your shoes before reaching the

water."

"Be not one who is liberal in etiquette but

miserly in acts."

"A broken cord can be re-tied but there will

always be the knot in the center.
' ?

"Misfortune is bad enough when it arrives,

but why suffer in advance by worrying about it.
' '

"The father who marries his daughter to an
old man, and the father who keeps his daughter
at home all her youth to do the housework, are

alike guilty of a crime."
"If you would not lose your way, forsake not

the highway for a strange short cut."

"Cut not down the tree that shades you."
"To lend what thou hast borrowed is shame-

ful."

"It is easy to be magnanimous when the loss

is another's."

"The soldiers fight, and the kings are the

heroes."

"The wine belongs to the master, but the

waiter receives the thanks."

"The ass complains of the cold even in July."
"Few are they who see their own faults."
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"A single light answers as well for a hundred

men as for one."

"Love him who shows you your faults more
than him who flatters you.

' '

"While the fool speaks the wise man thinks."

"Big words sometimes come from little

mouths."
"A nice wife and a back door, often make a

rich man poor."
"A fault is made worse by endeavoring to

conceal it."

"A good word is as soon said as an ill one."

"A fat kitchen makes a lean will."

"Humble wedlock is better than proud vir-

ginity."
' ' The shortest answer is doing the thing.

' '

"None are so deaf as they who will not hear. "

"He who goes the wrong road must go the

journey twice over."

"So the heart is right, it matters not which

way the head lies."

"Uninvited guests sit on thorns,"

"Starve not yourself to feed lackeys."
"That which was bitter to be endured, may be

sweet to be remembered."

"Study to be useful, rather than diverting."

"Sharp appetites make short graces."
"The dinner over, away go the guests."
< ' The death of the wolf is the life of the lamb. ' '
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"We never know the worth of water till the

well is dry."
"He who seeks for a faultless brother will

have to remain brotherless."

"He that always complains, is never pitied.
"

"The best throw upon the dice is to throw
them away."

"A house filled with guests is eaten up and

ill-spoken of."

"A cow knows not the value of her tail until

she has lost it."
" ?Tis the second blow that makes the fray."

"Though the wolf may lose his teeth, he never
loses his inclination."

* i The enemy of the bride never speaks well of

the wedding."
"Many go out for wool, and come home

shorn. ' '

"Of all prodigality, that of time is the worst."
"Lament not the loss which you cannot re-

trieve.
' '

"Do not confine your children to your own
learning, for they were born in another time."

"There is no occasion to light thy lamp at

noontide."

"The weakness of thy walls invites the bur-

glar."
"The burden which was thoughtlessly got,

must be patiently borne."
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"He who teaches often learns himself."

"Few are they who see their own faults/ '

"No pot is so ugly, as not to find a cover."

"Much would have more, and lost all."

"He who commences many things, finishes

only a few."
"It's a foolish sheep that makes the wolf his

confessor."

"Every ass thinks himself worthy to stand

with the king's horses."

"He that hath the spice, may season as he

pleases."
"He who increaseth his flesh, multiplieth food

for worms; and he who multiplieth riches, aug-
menteth care."

"He is a fool who is a slave to fame."
"A bow too much bent will break."
"Fortune often makes a feast, and then takes

away the appetite."
"He who marries for money, his children will

be no blessing to him."
"Cold water, morning and evening, is better

than all the cosmetics."

"While thy foot is shod, smash the thorn."
"These three complain, but none sympathizes

with them: He who lends money without wit-

nesses; he who buys to himself a master; and lie

who is lorded over by his wife."

"Much is expected, where much is given."
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"Retirement is a prison to the fool, but a para-
dise to the wise."

"Hold no man responsible for his utterances

in times of grief."
"Give no one a present, without, in some way,

previously intimating to him your intention,"

"Dignity does not consist in a silk dress."

"'Thy friend has a friend, and thy friend 's

friend has a friend
;
be discreet.

' '

"An envious man frowns when his neighbor

rejoices."
"Never be afraid of blushing, it is the favor-

ite color of virtue."

"Great gifts make beggars bold."

"All are not saints who go to church."

"Love and a cough, cannot be hid."

"At the gate where suspicion enters, love goes
out."

"Time assuages grief."

"Companionship and good-fellowship must
not be mistaken for true friendship."

"The rose grows among thorns."

"When the shepherd strays the sheep stray
after him. J '

"Utter not nor listen to idle words which,

serve no useful purpose."
"Look first at thy neighbors, before buying

the house."
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"Drain not the waters of thy well while other

people may desire them."
"Without law, civilization perishes."
"Into the well which supplies thee with water,

cast no stones."

"Empty vessels make the greatest sound."
"A guilty mind punishes itself."

"Bewail them who mourn, not him who dies.

He goes to Ms rest; we remain to sigh."

"Strife is like a crack in a vessel; it always
grows larger."

"Deliver your words, not by number, but by
weight.

' '

"Do nothing today that you are likely to

repent of tomorrow."

"Despise not the poor, for you may want their

virtue.
? 7

"Let the honor of thy associate be as dear to

thee as thine own."

"He who anticipates his inheritance will be

the inheritor of beggary."

"Attempt not to soothe thy neighbor in the

heat of his anger; obtrude not thyself upon him
when his grief is fresh

; keep him not too strictly
to a hasty vow; and rush not to see him in the

hour of his downfall."

"A fool is pleased if you speak to him, al-

though he does not understand you."
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"A toe once bruised is always in the way of

accidents. "

"Insult not the wretched."
"A word is like the bee. It has honey and a

sting.
"

"A clean glove often hides a dirty hand."
"A truly great man borrows no lustre from

splendid ancestry."
"An ass in a lion's skin may be discerned

without spectacles."












